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Abstract 

Insider Trading, Earnings Management, and Informational Efficiency 

Thomas Alan Issaevitch 

I model the effect of insider trading on earnings management using first a two-

period model and then an infinite-horizon overlapping generations model. The 

two-period reporting setting reveals that insider trading has a qualitative effect on 

investor uncertainty. The infinite-horizon setting demonstrates the robustness of 

the two-period model to both strategic insider trading as well as multiple accounts. 

Using the two-period model, I study the consequences on investor information of 

varying regulatory stringency (the stringency of audits and enforcement of the ban 

on insider trading) and accounting precision. When regulatory stringency is high, 

earnings management and investor uncertainty show a decrease in accounting 

precision (the inherent accuracy of the accounting system). When regulatory 

stringency is low, earnings management and investor uncertainty show an increase 

in accounting precision. Income smoothing is largest at low regulatory stringency 

while 'anti-smoothing' is largest at intermediate regulatory stringency. 

Using the infinite-horizon model, I again show that earnings management de

creases investor informedness for regulatory stringency below a threshold value. 

In the infinite horizon model, the firm never liquidates and so true fundamental 

value is never revealed. Instead, I assume that an independent noisy (but unbi

ased) analyst report is issued after the manager's insider trading and before his 

liquidation. I then show that the threshold regulatory stringency value is maximal 

for intermediate values of noise in the analyst report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis considers the effect of insider trading on earnings management. While 

prior research has explored other motives for earnings management, insider trading 

is conspicuously absent. This is true despite the fact that insider trading has 

been suggested to increase investor information by providing a credible signalling 

mechanism.1 For example, if a manager believes that the current price undervalues 

the firm, he will buy shares and so credibly signal the undervaluedness. 

Early models of insider trading did indeed support the idea that insider 

trading improves informational efficiency. But, this literature did not consider 

the possibility that insider trading may motivate the manager to distort account

ing reports (by engaging in "earnings management"). Turning to the previous 

example, once the manager perceives the firm is undervalued, he is motivated to 

use accounting reports to increase this undervaluedness prior to his buying shares. 

^ n Leland (1992) insider trading improves information but lowers market liquidity. How
ever Laffont and Maskin (1990) and Bhattacharya and Spiegel (1991) point out that managers 
act strategically if their trades impact prices (an effect usually modeled with a micro-structure 
model of Kyle (1985)) and show that pooling of (non-informative) equilibria can result. Ausubel 
(1990) also finds less optimistic results because investors anticipate suffering a loser's curse with 
more informed traders. On the other hand, Fishman and Hagerty (1992) find that insider trading 
can lead to less informational efficiency because investors have less incentive to acquire infor
mation. This literature does not consider the effect of insider trading on earnings management 
because there are no reports to distort. On the other hand, Bushman and Indjejikian (1995) 
find results similar to Leland (1992) but in a voluntary disclosure setting. 

1 
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If the distortions cannot be unraveled by investors then insider trading may ac

tually decrease total investor information. In particular, investors may have more 

uncertainty with insider trading even after they observe both the accounting and 

insider trading reports than when insider trading is impossible. 

This paper studies the variation of investors' information (as measured by 

the precision of investor estimates of the firm's liquidation value and period earn

ings) when earnings management and insider trading are possible as a function of 

two variables. The first, accounting precision, describes the amount of noise the 

accounting system adds to "economic income" to produce "accounting income". 

Second, regulatory stringency describes the combined disutility incurred by the 

manager for insider trading and earnings management. To perform my analysis, 

I first use a two-period reporting model and then an infinite-period, overlapping-

generations model. 

The two-period model has two actors: a manager and a representative in

vestor. In the first period, the manager privately observes two zero-mean random 

signals: economic income (with persistence to period two) and accounting error 

(which fully reverses in second period income). The manager next reports income: 

the sum of economic income, accounting error, and earnings management. This 

report is used by investors to rationally set a price for the firm's equity. Finally, 

the manager privately learns the firm's future (second period) terminal value and 

can then either buy or sell shares. Any of his remaining shares are liquidated at 

the terminal value per share. Opposing the manager's insider trading and earn

ings management are personal costs from audits and enforcement of the ban on 

insider trading. I use the term 'regulatory stringency' to denote the combined 

stringency of audits and enforcement of the ban on insider trading. The manager 
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thus chooses his earnings management and insider trading to maximize gains from 

insider trading less personal regulatory costs. 

The model is similar to that of Fischer and Verrecchia (2000) with a key 

difference. While in Fischer and Verrecchia (2000) investor uncertainty as to the 

manager's reporting incentives arises exogenously, here uncertainty arises endoge-

nously through insider trading. This is important because, from the viewpoint of 

the manager, insider trading and earnings management are complements: higher 

trade size increases the marginal benefit of earnings management and more earn

ings management increases the marginal benefit of insider trading. 

My analysis leads to the following main result concerning whether higher 

accounting precision (i.e., the inverse of the amount of error generated by the 

accounting process) will improve accounting informativeness (defined as the in

crease in the precision of investor estimates of firm value due to the accounting 

report) when insider trading is possible. When regulatory stringency is low, then 

increasing accounting precision (defined as the precision of the noise introduced 

by the accounting system in estimating firm value) decreases the informativeness 

of the accounting report towards zero, while when regulatory stringency is high, 

increasing accounting precision increases the informativeness of the accounting re

port. Combined with my result that audit stringency and enforcement of insider 

trading restrictions are complements, this discontinuity suggests that more (pre

sumably more accurate) fair value accounting may reduce informativeness either 

when it is harder to audit or when insider trading enforcement is sufficiently lax. 

The infinite-period model is used to check the robustness of the conclusions 

of the two-period model. Secondarily, the infinite-period model provides a set

ting that is more readily testable empirically. I first discuss new issues found in 
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the multi-period model. I then discuss the specifics of the model and how it dif

fers (superficially) from the simple 'repeated game' formulation of the two-period 

model. 

The most important aspect of the infinite period model is that investor un

certainty is endogenized. In the two period model, uncertainty is described by 

the uncertainty in economic income, m, (which, without loss of generality, was 

normalized to one) relative to the accuracy of the accounting system (which had 

error precision s). This uncertainty in the accounting measurement of economic 

income is exogenous. In the infinite-period model, the stationary error covariance 

describing investor uncertainty of the analogue of m is endogenous. 

Also important is the fact that, in contrast to the two-period model, the man

ager's terminal payout in the infinite period model is endogenous. This change has 

two effects. The first relates to the mechanism underpinning the loss of investor 

information due to insider-trading-induced induced earnings management. The 

second relates to the fact that the endogenous liquidation value now depends on 

the manager's insider trading. This is because investors observe the manager's 

trade (and so update their beliefs) before setting this final price. 

In the two-period model, loss of information due to insider trading comes 

from the fact that, in equilibrium, the manager always smooths economic income. 

By smoothing income, I mean that the magnitude of economic income relative to 

the reported value, is reduced, i.e., the "signal to noise ratio" is reduced. In turn, 

this smoothing follows from the fact that the market, knowing that accounting 

income contains both persistent and fully reversing components, applies an aver

age persistence factor to earnings and so undervalues the persistent component. 

However, in the infinite-period model, the firm does not liquidate when the man-
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ager sells his remaining shares. Consequently, the price received is endogenous 

and presumably also undervalues economic income. This motivates the consid

eration of a multi-period model. A multi-period model of earnings management 

was first considered in Dye (1988), albeit with no insider trading and a different 

focus (informational efficiency in my work vs. economic efficiency and the tension 

between current and future shareholders in his). 

Finally, the infinite-period model requires modelling choices both to ease 

description as well as to simplify the analysis and conclusions. Once again, I 

assume a pure reporting model with no discretionary investment. I also assume 

that the manager liquidates any unsold shares before the next manager takes over, 

but after a new independent signal (e.g., analyst report) of the firm's economic 

assets is made. Thus, the generations in this model are non-overlapping. This non-

overlapping assumption greatly simplifies the analysis (since the current manager 

need not conjecture as to the next earnings management manager's policies). 

However, it is a significant assumption whose effect I do not consider here.2 

The two-period model of Chapter 2 focuses on income and the only role of 

accounting is to create an "accounting error." In contrast, in a multi-period model, 

it is assets that best represent the state of the firm. This is because the effect of 

investments generally persist across periods and this persistence is captured by 

assets. Of course, nothing prevented an asset-based view from being used in the 

two-period model, but I chose an income view as more intuitive. 

A proper treatment of the "economic" and "accounting" assets requires some 

care, and this is taken up in detail in Chapter 3. For now, I mention the following 

three aspects of the economics and accounting modeled here. First, accounting 

2 Although preliminary work finds no qualitative change. 
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error still has meaning as an error introduced in a given period, i.e., it is an accrual. 

However, accounting error no longer has the simple interpretation as the difference 

between accounting assets and economic assets since this difference would involve 

the accumulation of all past errors. Second, the accounting report now consists 

of three components: a report of acounting assets, a report of operations (e.g., 

revenues and expenses, a report of revaluations. All three reports provide investors 

with information concerning the firm's economic assets. Third, economic assets 

are defined as providing a sufficient statistic for predicting next periods' economic 

assets, including the changes in assets arising from revenues and expenses. 

I now summarize the results I find. First, there are four ways in which 

insider trading affects overall investor informedness (as measured by the investor 

state-estimation error covariance matrix): 

1. The manager's trade volume is reported which, all things equal, reduces 

investor error 

2. The manager under-reports the magnitude by which accounting assets de

viate from their respective means, but this has no informational impact 

3. The manager anti-smooths the period accounting error which, all things 

equal, increases investor uncertainty, and 

4. The manager can either under-report or over-report the magnitude by which 

economic assets deviate from their respective means, which, respectively and 

all things equal, reduces or increases investor error. 

The first factor is exogenous since the report is mandatory and so always infor

mative when investors are rational. The remaining effects are properties that I 
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find in the model's equilibrium. Understanding the effect of insider trading on 

investor informativeness is thus answered by determining how the combination of 

these four forces varies with accounting accuracy and regulatory stringency. 

To this end, I define an information environment to be poor when the preci

sion of investor estimates just prior to the insider trading report is smaller than 

the precision of the signal contained in the insider trading report. I first show that 

when the information environment is poor, the comparison of accounting systems 

described above is possible. Next, I show that two quantities (algebraic func

tions of the model's exogenous parameters) are sufficent to describe the precision 

of the no-insider trading firm accounting system as compared with the original 

insider trading firm accounting system (with the precision characterized as the 

determinant of the inverse accounting noise covariance matrix). 

The first parameter characterizing the change in total investor informedness 

due to insider trading corresponds to the information lost in the accounting report 

due to earnings management. The second is a form of "value relevance", but value 

relevance from the manager's perspective, not that of the investors. The manager's 

value relevance measures the gain of earnings management through insider trading 

profits relative to the manager's personal audit disutility. 

I show that if the precision of the insider trading firm's accounting system 

exceeds a threshold, the accounting system precision of a firm without insider 

trading needed to achieve the same investor informedness would be lower than 

that of the insider trading firm's accounting system. Since a more precise ac

counting system is needed in the insider trading firm to achieve the same level of 

investor uncertainty in the non-insider trading firm, insider trading has reduced 

overall investor informedness. Finally, the threshold is increasing in the value 
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relevnce parameter but has an interior minimum with respect to the accounting 

informativeness reduction parameter. 

The intuition for these results is as follows. Hold fixed the earnings man

agement -induced reduction in investor informedness from accounting. Then in

creasing the manager's value relevance (the gain of earnings management through 

insider trading profits relative to the manager's personal disutility) leads to in

creased profit opportunity from insider trading. This increases the manager's ex

pected trade volume which increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the insider trading 

report. 

Next, consider varying the earnings management -induced reduction in in

vestor informedness due to accounting. Two opposing effects on information are 

observed. First, there is the direct effect that, by definition, the informativeness 

of the accounting report falls. However, a decrease in accounting informativeness 

(with value relevance held constant) can arise solely due to increased earnings 

management. In turn, this increased earnings management must be motivated by 

the potential of higher insider trading profits which again leads to higher trading 

volume, since only insider trading causes earnings management that affects in

formation. Higher manager trading volume implies the signal-to-noise ratio, and 

thus the informativeness, of the insider trading report increases. For small ac

counting informativeness reductions, the decrease in accounting informativeness 

has a larger magnitude than the increase from higher insider trading volume (the 

opposite occurs for small accounting informativeness reductions). Consequently, 

there is an interior minimum accounting informativeness reduction for the thesh-

old accounting precision dividing the insider trading better (for information) and 

insider trading worse regions. 
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1.0.1 Background and Literature Review 

My work described in this thesis contributes to the earnings management and 

insider trading literatures. Most importantly, prior work does not simultaneously 

consider both earnings management and insider trading, as I do here. 

I show that an increase in accounting precision can reduce accounting in-

formativeness. Prior work has also found negative consequences from increasing 

accounting precision with different settings and metrics. Baiman and Verrecchia 

(1996) study the effect of insider trading rather than earnings management on 

investment efficiency (their model assumes no earnings management) and find 

that investment is reduced as accounting precision increases. Kanodia, Singh, and 

Spero (2005) (with no earnings management or insider trading) find that an in

termediate level of accounting precision is best when investors are uncertain as 

to the productivity of an investment and when the manager's investment level 

is unverifiable. Ewert and Wagenhofer (2005) (extending Fischer and Verrecchia 

(2000)) have do not model insider trading but include real earnings management 

with accounting earnings management and find that earnings management can in

crease as accounting precision increases. However, they define the expected level 

of earnings management to include both the component that can be unraveled 

and the part that cannot. Consequently, their finding that earnings management 

may increase as regulatory stringency increases does not imply that accounting 

informativeness falls and, in fact, without insider trading they find that infor-

mativeness increases monotonically in accounting precision. In contrast, I focus 

solely on the component of earnings management that cannot be unraveled, as 

this is the only component that affects accounting informativeness. 
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My work finds that low regulatory stringency together with high accounting 

precision leads the manager to use earnings management to reduce the importance 

of economic income in his report to near zero. This is similar to (but not the same 

as) fully or partially pooling reporting equilibria found elsewhere.3 Even without 

accounting error, partially pooling equilibria are hard to find in my model because 

the manager profits from insider trading whether the equity price is too high or 

too low. This makes off-equilibrium, but rational, 'punishments' difficult to find. 

I also demonstrate a threshold regulatory stringency (which separates equilib

ria in which accounting informativeness increases with accounting precision from 

those in which informativeness decreases with accounting precision) as well as 

both smoothing and anti-smoothing. A threshold of a different nature is found 

in the earnings management model of Sankar and Sunramanyam (2001). While 

they have no insider trading or accounting error, they allow the degree of reversal 

of earnings management to vary between zero and 100%. For low degree of rever

sal, the manager smooths income, while for high degree of reversal the manager 

anti-smooths without bound (they have no audit disutility). Kirschenheiter and 

Melumad (2002) also have both 'big-bath' (anti-smoothing) and smoothing. In 

their setting, the manager receives only a one dimensional signal, the sum of per

manent and transitory income. Smoothing and anti-smoothing arise for different 

magnitudes of the combined signal due to nonlinearity (arising from the precision 

of transitory income not being common knowledge). 

3 Pooling may arise either from exogenous compensation nonlinearity (with respect to re
ported signals) or endogenously (e.g., if the manager has equity-based compensation and the 
pooling reporting equilibrium leads to nonlinear pricing). Examples of exogenous nonlinearity 
include Healy (1985) (via the assumed contract) and Liang (2004) (via a non-Normal distrib
ution of values). Examples of endogenous nonlinearity include Guttman, Kadan and Kandel 
(2004) wherein nonlinearity arises from equity compensation and a pooling price equilibrium. 
Finally, Kirschenheiter and Melumad (2002) have both sources of nonlinearity. 
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Finally, I mention that the link between insider trading and earnings man

agement has been established empirically. Vargus and Beneish (2001) and Rogers 

and Stocken (2005) find evidence of earnings management before insider sell

ing. Beneish and Vargus (2004) find evidence that insiders manage earnings up

wards after selling when earnings dip (to avoid litigation). Richardson, Teoh, 

and Wysocki (2004) find evidence that managers 'walkdown' earnings estimates 

to beatable forecasts most when they sell shares after the subsequent earnings 

"surprise." Bartov and Mohanram (2004) find that large stock option exercises 

are associated with past inflated earnings and subsequent abnormally low re

turns. Seyhun (1992) shows that stricter insider trading regulations has prevented 

neither insider trading nor insider trading profits when insider trading takes place 

after major news announcements. 



Chapter 2 

Two Period Model 

This chapter introduces the basic model used to understand the effect of insider 

trading on earnings management. The question is whether higher accounting pre

cision will improve accounting informativeness when insider trading is possible. 

My analysis leads to the following main result: when regulatory stringency is 

low, then increasing accounting precision decreases the informativeness of the ac

counting report towards zero. In contrast, when regulatory stringency is high, an 

increase in accounting precision increases the informativeness of the accounting 

report. This suggests that more (and presumably more accurate) fair value ac

counting may reduce informativeness either when it is harder to audit or when 

insider trading enforcement is sufficiently lax. 

Insider trading allows the manager to profit from his information advantage 

whether "news" is good or bad. Importantly, how he does so differs for economic 

income1 and accounting error (which fully reverses in period two) due to the 

persistence of economic income. If the accounting error is positive (recall that both 

accounting error and economic income have zero mean so that zero divides good 

1 Strictly speaking, what I call economic income isn't income. Instead, it is a signal of the 
future liquidation value of the firm. However, the liquidation value of the firm is proportional 
to economic income, and I simply refer to it as economic income for brevity. 

12 
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and bad news), the firm is over-priced and so the manager sells more shares than 

usual. To increase profits from trading, the manager uses earnings management to 

increase any mispricing by increasing (anti-smoothing) the accounting error. The 

opposite considerations apply when accounting error is negative, but they lead 

to the same conclusion that accounting error is anti-smoothed (now, made more 

negative). Here, anti-smoothing has the same meaning as in Lambert (2001); 

i.e., it means increasing the magnitude of accounting error in the report while 

preserving the sign. Smoothing, in contrast, would imply reducing the effect in 

the report. 

The motive to anti-smooth economic income is weaker than the motive to 

smooth. If the manager sells shares due to positive economic income, he will have 

fewer shares left to take advantage of the higher terminal value that follows from 

the persistence of economic income. In equilibrium, the response of the equity 

price to the manager's report (which I refer to as the earnings response coefficient, 

or ERC) is always less than one. Consequently, the immediate gain from insider 

trading (which increases the ERC) is less than the loss from forgone terminal 

value. It follows, then, that when economic income is positive, the manager will 

want to buy, and so will smooth by reducing the positive economic income in the 

report to get a lower price. When economic income is negative, the manager will 

want to sell, and so will smooth by increasing the economic income in the report 

to get a higher price. Note that this smoothing is purely an insider trading effect 

and not related to discounting or risk aversion. 

It is the smoothing of economic income that is responsible for the equilibrium 

properties described above. The level to which the manager smoothes economic in

come is determined by equating the marginal benefit (to the manager) of smooth-
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ing economic income arising through insider trading to his marginal cost from 

regulatory enforcement. For large regulatory stringency, the gain from smoothing 

economic income falls as ERC increases because of a direct effect: higher ERC 

reduces the difference between the first period price and second period terminal 

value. Consequently, accounting informativeness increases in the ERC when reg

ulatory stringency is high. In contrast, when regulatory stringency is low the gain 

from smoothing economic income increases as the ERC increases due to an indirect 

effect: insider trading and earnings management are complements in that higher 

insider trading increases the gains from earnings management. Since a higher ERC 

increases the gains from insider trading, it also increases the gains from earnings 

management. Consequently, when regulatory stringency is low, smoothing of eco

nomic income increases, and informativeness thus decreases in the ERC. Finally, 

since the ERC always increases with increasing accounting precision, I find that 

informativeness increases with accounting precision when regulatory stringency is 

high, but decreases when regulatory stringency is low. 

These results are demonstrated when insider trading occurs after the ac

counting report. I also consider the effect of having insider trading precede the 

accounting report. This is an important difference because of the presumption 

that trading before the report allows the manager to exploit non-public material 

information. Consequently, as documented by Seyhun (1992), tighter regulatory 

stringency on insider trading has indeed significantly reduced insider trading be

fore reports, but insider trading after reports has increased, as have insider prof

its. However, the intuition underlying relative tolerance of insider trading after 

accounting reports fails to consider the effects that future insider trading will have 

on the quality of reports. I show that the two orders have different impacts on 
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total investor information and that neither is unambiguously superior, conclusion. 

I don't know how well this is emphasized in the Conclusion section.] 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces 

the basic two-period model of the firm. Section 2 describes the optimal manager 

policies. Section 3 discusses the solution for the price equilibrium. Section 4 

describes the behavior of the price equilibrium. Section 5 concludes. All proofs 

are in Appendix A. Robustness is considered in Appendix B. 

2.1 Model 

There is a firm and two players: a group of identical investors and a manager . 

All parameters other than the manager's private information signals (economic 

income and accounting error) are common knowledge. The first period has two 

stages: reporting and insider trading.Briefly, in stage la, the manager receives two 

private signals: economic income mi ~ JV(0,1) (which has persistence to the next 

period) and accounting error r\ ~ Ar(0,1/s) (which reverses in the next period). 

In stage lb , he chooses his earnings management and in stage lc he releases his 

report. In stage 2a, the manager privately observes the firm's liquidation value. In 

stage 2b, he engages in insider trading, and in stage 2c investors receive a truthful 

report of the manager's insider trading volume. The firm liquidates in period two. 

I now discuss these stages in more detail. 

In period one, the intrinsic value of the firm is best predicted by economic 

income, m.\. Thus, in this basic model, mi combines two roles: it is a proxy not 

only for the first period economic income but also a sufficient statistic for the 

next period's economic income. This combining of roles is purely for simplicity 

and not necessary for my results. The manager computes economic income using 
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both accounting and non-accounting information as well as superior knowledge 

of how this information predicts future value. Except to the manager, economic 

income is both unobservable and unverifiable. 

In contrast, the "accounting system" (which includes both transactional 

records as well as the knowledge and experience of the auditors) produces an 

imperfect estimate of economic income, which I call accounting income. Account

ing income is what the outside auditors believe the manager should report in stage 

lc based on their information and knowledge of the firm and accounting. Taking 

an accounting-centric approach, I define the accounting error so that accounting 

income equals m,\-Vr\. 

Because auditors have limited power and recognize that their information and 

knowledge is inferior to that of the manager, the auditors allow the manager to 

add a deviation 6 to accounting income (at a cost described in the next paragraph) 

to yield the manager's "reported income," 

(2.1) l1=m1+n + S. 

Since I assume that the manager observes m^ exactly, accounting precision 

of s —> oo could be achieved by requiring the manager to truthfully report m^ 

This is analogous to the case of "managerial discretion" of Dye and Verrecchia 

(1995) because the valuation "algorithm" is for the manager to report his private 

information. Of course, the manager has no incentive to tell the truth (at least 

within my model), and such a prescription would be difficult to audit. Nonethe

less, since the report (under this rule) should be mi , all difference between mi 

and the actual report mi + 6 is due to the intentional deviation 6, and n = 0. 

Countermanding the accounting earnings management 6 is an auditor disutility 
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(personal to the manager) is82/2, where v models the audit stringency. Like s, v 

is exogenous. 

The manager receives compensation in each period as a function of reported 

income and is granted an initial equity stake e. Without loss of generality, I 

normalize the number of shares outstanding to be one so that e £ [0,1). Wages 

are linear in reported income: 

(2.2) ut=et + (f>1Jt, t = 1,2, 

where X2 is the second period reported income (equal also to accounting income 

since the firm liquidates) defined as 

(2.3) 12 =mi + m2—I1 

(2.4) -m2 -r\ - 6. 

The contract parameters 6t and (f)t are exogenous, and my conclusions are inde

pendent of their values, provided, as I assume henceforth, that 4>2 < 1- ^ 2 is 

the second period economic income. Second period income relates to first period 

economic income by 

(2.5) m2 =pmi + z, 

where z ~ JV(0, h2) is a shock to second-period economic income (discussed further 

in the next paragraph) and p is the persistence of economic income. I assume 

that — 1 < p < 1. Note that the second period accounting income T2 reverses the 

accounting error r\ as well as any first period earnings management S. 

The shock z represents any additional information impacting the terminal 

value learned by the manager at the time of his insider trading. For simplicity, 
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this is the only information impacting the terminal value, TV, which is thus given 

by 

(2.6) TV =m\ + m,2 — IJJI — u>2-

After issuing the report J i in stage lc, in stage 2a the manager observes z 

privately and then, in stage 2b, trades an amount e of his shares. In Section 5, 

I consider the effect of reversing the order of insider trading and the accounting 

report release. Thus, the economic shock z allows one to distinguish these two 

cases. 

The manager's trade nets him cash eP(Zi) with P(Ti) the equity price after 

the report X\. Given the trade volume e, the manager suffers the disutility x e 2 /2-

The exogenous parameter x models the stringency of the enforcement of the ban 

on insider trading on the manager (insider trading stringency, for short). This 

includes such things as lawsuits, jail, pressure from the board of directors, etc. 

There are no short-sale restrictions and x is exogenous. Together, the audit strin

gency parameter v and the insider trading stringency parameter x determine the 

overall regulatory stringency. I will soon introduce a single regulatory stringency 

parameter (a function of v and x) to capture the combined effect of the individual 

stringencies v (for the audit) and x (f°r insider trading). 

For simplicity, I assume that the manager's trade volume is small enough 

that it has no informational effect at the time of the trade (there will be an infor

mational effect when the trade volume is reported in stage 2c). In the extensions 

appendix, I report the effect of including strategic insider trading effects that arise 

when the manager's trade volume is non-negligible and so imparts information to 

investors. I consider two cases: market microstructure effects (e.g., Kyle (1985)); 
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a rational expectations equilibrium in which investors also observe private signals 

predicting the firm's terminal value (e.g., Grossman, and Stiglitz (1980) or Grundy 

and McNichols (1989)). For both models, there is no qualitative change from the 

base model with negligible insider trading volume. 

The manager is assumed risk-neutral and obtains utility from his terminal 

wealth, W2- Thus, his utility is 

(2.7) t/ = _I(^2 + x e 2 ) + ^ 2 

(2.8) W2 =LJ1 + eP{lj) +u2 + (e- e)TV 

I have repeated the calculations (not reported) with exponential utility and utility 

from intermediate consumption. There is no qualitative change in my results and 

so risk-neutrality is assumed to simplify the exposition. 

Definition 1 If insider trading is feasible, a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is one 

in which the manager's policies u* = {e*,6*) are optimal given conjectures about 

the investors' price function, the investors' price function is Bayesian given their 

conjectures of the manager's policies, and all conjectures are correct. Thus, if 

P(Zi) represents the manager's conjecture concerning the post report price and u 

the investors' conjecture, the equilibrium satisfies 

6*(P, mi,rj) — argmaxEz(t/(tt, mi, n, z)\P, mi, n, e*) 
6 

e*(P, mi, n, z) — argmax(C/(u, mi, n, z)\P, mi, n, z) 
e 

P{l1\u)=^mx^z{TV\Tl,u) 

P ( . ) =P(«|fl) u = u* 

Note that the manager's optimizations are performed sequentially, first over 6 

with economic income mi and accounting error n observed and then over e with 
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z also observed (this is suggested by the presence or absence of expectations). I 

only consider "pure-strategy" equilibria, i.e., equilibria in which the manager's 

policies are chosen from pure strategies. 

Because the manager's private signal is higher dimensional than his message 

(here, two vs. one dimension) there is always pooling in the report. In other 

words, the entire one parameter family of accounting errors parameterized by 

mi as 7/ = X\ — m,\ result in the same accounting income If and so cannot be 

distinguished, even if there is no earnings management. Nonetheless, because the 

price P(T\) depends only on the one-dimensional report X\, the price equilibrium 

can either be separating or pooling. I only consider linear separating equilibria 

(i.e., positive slope), and to ensure linearity it is sufficient (but not necessary) that 

investors' conjecture that the manager's policies are linear and pure-strategy2. 

Once specializing to linear equilibria, I write the manager's earnings management 

and insider trading polices and investors' price function as, respectively, 

(2.9) 6* =60 + S^r) + 5mmi 

(2.10) e* =e0 + evrj + entri! + ezz 

(2.11) P&i)=Po+PiIi 

That the manager anti-smoothes accounting error and smoothes economic income 

will be reflected by the facts (proved shortly) that 6V > 0 and Sm < 0. If 6m = 

—1, then the effect of economic income mi in the report vanishes (since then 

(1 + Sm)m,i = 0). I call this to ta l smoothing. 

The next section derives the manager's optimal policies as a response to an 

assumed price function, P(Xi). While these policies are functions of the as yet 

2 See the extensions appendix for less restrictive assumptions leading to a linear equilibrium. 
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undetermined P(li), nonetheless some conclusions can be reached even at this 

first step. 

2.2 The Manager 's Policies 

I begin with the benchmark case without insider trading and then turn to the case 

with insider trading. Of particular interest is the effect of earnings management 

on investor information. I characterize investor information by the precision (i.e., 

inverse of the variance) of the investors' distribution of economic income m\. The 

informativeness of a report is the increase in precision over that which was held 

before the report. I use the notation 

(2.12) PreC j V a / T(mi |Zi) =(Var(m1 |Z1 , e = 0))"1 

to denote the precision without insider trading. Similarly, Prec / r (mi |Zi ) denotes 

the precision with insider trading after only the accounting report has been re

leased (i.e., at stage lc) and Prec/ r (mi |Xi ,e) denotes the precision with insider 

trading after both the accounting and insider trading reports have been released 

(i.e., at stage 2c). To compute the "informativeness of accounting," subtract the 

precision held by investors before the accounting report from that held after (note 

that prior to any reports, investors have precisions Preco(mi) = 1 for economic 

income and Preco(z) = 1/ti2 for z). I also study informativeness with respect 

to the firm's terminal value TV but, unless explicitly mentioned, informativeness 

means informativeness with respect to the first period economic income, m\. They 

differ because TV depends on the stage 2a shock z while mi does not. 
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2.2.1 Policies If Insider Trading is Impossible 

If insider trading is impossible, 

Lemma 1 If insider trading is impossible, the manager's earnings management 

policy is independent of his private information. Consequently, using equation 

(2.12), investor information is given by the precision 

(2.13) P rec^ o / T (m 1 | J i ) =1 + s 

The above result follows from the optimal earnings management policy 

(2.14) a^izi^-k) 

which is obtained by equating the marginal costs and benefits of accounting earn

ings management in the manager's quadratic certainty equivalent. If (j)1 = <̂ 2, 

accounting earnings management is identically zero. Of course, even if fa ^ (j>2, 

since the accounting earnings management is a constant independent of mi or 

n, it can be unraveled. Because earnings management can be unraveled, it does 

not affect investor inference, and the precision of the investors' mi estimate is 

unchanged from that of perfect auditability (which is 1 + s from Bayesian updat

ing with a report of precision s). This result is consistent with Guttman, Kadan 

and Kandel (2004) who find earnings management is unraveled even with equity 

compensation if the price equilibrium is separating. 

2.2.2 Policies If Insider Trading is Feasible 

I now consider the manager's policies with insider trading. The manager maxi

mizes his utility given in (2.7) over his two actions (insider trading e and earnings 

management 5). These optimizations are performed sequentially, first over 6 with 
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economic income mi and accounting income rj observed and then over e with z 

also observed. 

Rational, risk-neutral pricing implies that the investor determined price is the 

investors' estimate of the terminal value based on the accounting report X\. This 

can be decomposed into a part that is completely determined by the report and a 

component that still depends on the unknown first-period economic income, m\. 

It is only this later component that, in equilibrium (i.e., when investor conjectures 

are correct), can contain earnings management that cannot be unraveled and so 

lead to manager profits from earnings management through insider trading. Thus, 

it is useful to isolate this portion of the price response to study the manager's 

policies and overall equilibrium. 

To this end, begin with the P(Ti) — Emii7,)Z(TV|Zi), and note that 

E m i ^, a (TV|J i ) =Emi)T/ iZ(m1 + m2 - (u>i + w2)|2i) 

=Em i i„, , ( ( l + p)mx + z-(81 + <t>xlx + 92 + </>2((l + p)mx + z - 1,)]!^ 

(2.15) =(<f>2 - ^ I j - {91 + 92) + GEmii„,z(m1|J1) 

where I have used Emiir?i^(z|X1) = 0 and defined 

(2.16) 
c = ( l + p ) ( l _ 0 2 ) 

The component (02—<t>\)1i — (^1+^2) is completely known once X\ is reported while 

cETOlfl)Z(mi|Xi) is the price component that still requires investor conjectures and 

estimation. 

The "terminal value coefficient," c, has an important role to play in the 

subsequent analysis. For each dollar of economic income, the manager will receive 

c dollars per share that he still holds at liquidation. In contrast, for each dollar 
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of accounting error, he receives nothing at liquidation. As emphasized earlier, 

the key aspect of earnings management with insider trading is the differential 

treatment of economic income rrii and accounting error r/, and we will see that c 

measures the extent of this difference. 

I now complete the decomposition or price into a certain and uncertain com

ponent. Since the equilibrium is linear, the estimate cEmiiVtZ(mi\Ii) will be linear 

in 2i . Thus, define pi and p"o by 

(2.17) Po+PiZi =cEm i , , ) Z(mi |J i) 

Prom the definition of the linear price function, P(T\) = Po + p{£\ and equations 

(2.15) and (2.17) 

(2.18) po =Po - (0i + 02) 

(2.19) Pl =px - 0! + (j)2 

The cum-wage ERC pi = pi + <j)x — 4>2, in the following referred to simply as 

the ERC, is the component of the price response directly related to estimation of 

mi. pi plays an important role in the following analysis. Note that p~i is also the 

marginal benefit to earnings management arising through insider trading. 

With these definitions, the manager's terminal wealth (defined in equation 

(2.8)) is3 

W2 =(1 - e){uji +u2) + e ( ( l + p)mi + z) + e(p 0+piXi - cm\ - (1 - <j>2)z) 

Note that r\ appears in W2 only as a component of the accounting report I\ 

while W2 has an additional dependence on m\ given by —cm\. This shows that 
3Strictly speaking, I should use p0 etc. to denote the fact that the manager's response policies 

depend on a conjectured price. To avoid cumbersome notation (and, anticipating the fact that, 
in equilibrium, conjectures are correct), I drop the". 
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indeed c captures the distinction between m, and r\ with regard to the manager's 

wealth and hence with regard to his subsequent earnings management and insider 

trading policies. 

I now proceed with the manager's optimizations. In stage 2a, the manager 

observes z and in stage 2b optimizes his insider trading volume e. The first order 

condition for his optimization over e is 

(2.20) xe =p 0 + P\I\ ~ cm\ - (1 - <t>2)z 

which is solved for e to yield 

/2 21x e* ^Po + pill ~ cmi - (1 - jj>2)z 

X 

Now consider the manager's stage-lb optimization over 6. z has not yet been 

observed, but the manager knows his stage 2b policy e*. We substitute the policy 

given in equation (2.21) and use z ~ iV(0, h2) to obtain the manager's expected 

program at stage lb: 

(2.22) 
W; =maxE2(W2|m1,7?,(S) 

6 

(2.23) =Wl + max ((1 - e)(& - 02)<5 + ^-{p0 + p{Lx - cm,)2 

where W$ = (1 - e)(91 + 62 + {<f>x - (1 - p)</>2)
mi + (0i ~ ^)7?) + eil + /°)mi i s t h e 

part of the manager's wealth independent of his earnings management 8. Using 

J i = mi + r\ + 6, the manager's first order condition for the optimization over 6 

gives 

(2.24) 
r* 1 (x( ! ~ e)(^i ~ &) + Pi(p"o +pi*7 + (pi - c)mi)) 
* = =2 

X"-Pi 
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On _o 

Xv ~ Pi 
_ " r 

Pi 

(i - M 

= —o„ 
Pi 

Finally, the second order condition is that xu > Pv As will be seen, this always 

holds in the linear equilibrium. 

The result of the manager's optimizations are policies whose key components 

are summarized by the following lemma. 

Lemma 2 Assume insider trading is feasible and the manager's conjecture P(Ii) 

is linear. Then the manager's policies are linear in his private information and 

are described by 

(2.25) 6m = ^ 4 
XV-Pi 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
X 

Because the component 6Q can be unraveled, only the components 8n and 6m are 

needed to understand informativeness and so only these values are reported and 

studied. Assuming, for the moment, that pi > 0 (which will be shown to be 

true in equilibrium) this lemma has two key results: 6V > 0 and 6V > 6m (because 

p > — 1 and </>2 < 1 imply c > 0). Thus accounting error n is always anti-smoothed 

and always anti-smoothed more that economic income mi, and the difference is 

increasing in the terminal value coefficient c. 

The fact that 6n > 8m has important consequences for investor inference. 

In particular, it implies that insider trading always reduces the "post-earnings 

management signal to noise ratio" (signal to noise ratio for short) from that which 

obtains without insider trading. The signal to noise ratio is an important concept 

in understanding investor inference. It is defined by 
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Definition 2 The signal to noise ratio is 

(2.29) R = 
Var(( l + <5m)m1) 

\\ Var(( l + ^ ) 

Note that, using the policies given by equation (2.25) and (2.26), 

(2.30) *-**££ 

By Bayes rule, the precision of mi after the accounting report is P r ec / r (mi | J i ) = 

1 + R2 (without insider trading 8m = 8V = 0 and so R — y/s and 

PrecAr0/7'(mi|Xi) = 1 + s, as found earlier). We see that 8V > 8m implies R < y/s, 

i.e., insider trading reduces the informativeness of accounting alone. To get an 

explicit value, substitute the policies given by equations (2.25) and (2.26) to find 

(2.31) R=y/S(l-cp1/M) 

R increases in x an<i v because higher regulatory stringency decreases earnings 

management. R decreases in the terminal value coefficient c because higher c 

increases the difference between economic income and accounting error from the 

perspective of insider trading induced earnings management. Finally, R decreases 

in the ERC pi because a higher ERC increases the gains from insider trading and 

this motivates larger earnings management. 

2.3 The Equilibrium Price 

In this section, I solve for the equilibrium ERC p\. We have already seen that 

if the manager's conjectured ERC pi is everywhere nonzero then the manager's 

optimal policies, conditional on J i , are linear in his private information. The next 

proposition characterizes the linear equilibrium. 
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Proposition 1 If the manager's conjectured price function P(Ii) is linear and 

investor conjectures concerning the manager's policies are linear, then the price 

equilibrium is unique. The stable equilibrium value of pi is determined by the 

equation 

(2.32) ft^('-f)T^ 

Proposition 1 follows from Bayesian updating and the fact that rational risk-

neutral pricing implies pi = d(cEmii7M(rai|Ti))/dXi. The equation determining 

pi is quadratic and so, if a non-degenerate root exists, exactly one root is stable. 

The following Corollary identifies this unique stable root. 

Corollary 1 The equilibrium equation for the ERC pi can be solved 

{s + 1)62 + s _ y ( s + 1 ) 2 6 4 _ 2 s ( s _ 1)b2 + S2 
(2.33) Pi=c * — 

where 

(2.34) b = ^ 
c 

The ERC' pi increases in both accounting precision s and relative regulatory strin

gency b (for all s and b) and lims_>00 pi = c for all b 

Recall that pi < y/xD = be (from the second order condition) and R = 

1 — cpi/(xv) = 1 — pi/(cb2). Thus, only if b < 1 can R vanish in equilibrium. 

This, suggests taking h as the measure of relative regulatory stringency. The para

meter b trades off the strength of regulatory stringency yfxp (which acts against 

insider trading and earnings management) with the gain from earnings manage

ment through insider trading (as measured by the terminal value coefficient c). 
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The relative regulatory stringency parameter b will be central in the following 

analysis. 

This section has determined that there is a unique stable equilibrium pi and 

computed its value as a function of accounting precision s, relative regulatory 

stringency 6, and terminal value coefficient, c. I now determine the implications 

of the equilibrium for informativeness. 

2.4 Behavior of the Price Equilibrium 

The key observation for understanding how the equilibrium varies with relative 

regulatory stringency 6 and accounting precision s is the following: 

Lemma 3 If pi is to remain finite as s —> oo, there are two possibilities: 

(2.35) limtf = (°° °r' 

To understand why the lemma holds, note that from equation (2.32) obeyed by 

the equilibrium ERC pi, finite pi as s —•> oo requires that the Bayesian factor 

R/(l + R2) vanish as \/yfs as s —* 0. 

This lemma may appear innocuous and perhaps trivial. In particular, the 

possibility that lim^oo R — oo is intuitive: as accounting error tends to zero, one 

expects investor inference to become increasingly accurate. However, it has signif

icant implications if the possibility lim^oo R = 0 also occurs since R determines 

investor information. As will be seen, lim^oo R = 0 indeed happens for both the 

basic model considered so far as well as for models considered in the extension 

appendix. Moreover, as shown in the next proposition, the decrease in the signal 

to noise ratio R with respect to s can begin at quite small values of s. But first, 

an important lemma: 
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Lemma 4 For all "parameter values, p\ is positive and increasing in both account

ing precision s and relative regulatory stringency b. For fixed s, the anti-smoothing 

of accounting noise rj (i.e., 6V) is maximized at a relative regulatory stringency 

value bo(s) given by 

(2-36) b0(s) = y 7 ^ T -

Finally, the earnings management coefficient 6m < 0 decreases in s (towards —1) 

ifb<b0(s). 

Proposition 2 The signal to noise ratio R decreases in s if b < b0(s) and vice 

versa. 

This proposition demonstrates and quantifies the picture of insider trading-

motivated earnings management painted in the introduction. The signal to noise 

ratio R as well as the two earnings management coefficients (<5m and 6V) all have 

different behavior depending on whether b < bo(s) or b > bo(s). In fact, the 

smoothing of economic income mi drives the behavior of R and Sv. 

The proposition implies that, so long as b < 1, if s > 6^1(6) = b2/(l — b2), the 

signal to noise ratio R decreases in s. But Lemma 3 implies that lim^oo R = 0. 

This is formalized in the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 As s —> oo, the unique stable equilibrium has the property that 

(2.37) l imi? = ( ° ° Ifb>1 

' *^°° [0 Ifb<l 

To understand how smoothing of economic income m\ leads to Proposition 

2, recall that the goal of smoothing m\ is to disguise economic income so as to 

either buy (if m\ > 0) or sell (if mi < 0) shares. For large relative regulatory 
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stringency, the gain from smoothing economic income falls with ERC because 

of a direct effect: higher ERC reduces the difference between the first period 

price and second period terminal value. Consequently, accounting informativeness 

increases in the ERC when regulatory stringency is high. In contrast, for low 

regulatory stringency, the gain to smoothing of economic income increases in the 

ERC due to an indirect effect: insider trading and earnings management are 

complements. This follows from the fact that d2W2/ded6 = pi and so larger 

earnings management 6 increases the marginal benefit of insider trading e and 

vice versa. Consequently, informativeness decreases in the ERC when regulatory 

stringency is low. Since the ERC always increases with increasing accounting 

precision, (first part of Proposition 2) the behavior of smoothing with s follows. 

The fact that the earnings management coefficient 6m increases (decreases) 

in accounting precision s if relative regulatory stringency b > b0(s) (b < &o(s))> 

explains the behavior of R as a function of s and b. For relative regulatory 

stringency b > 6o(s), smoothing of economic income becomes negligible at large 

accounting precision s and so, since the anti-smoothing of accounting error is 

finite, R increases as y^s. For relative regulatory stringency b < b0(s), smoothing 

becomes near total (i.e., 6m —» —1) at large accounting precision s and so R 

eventually decreases with s. 

The fact that the earnings management coefficient 8m increases (decreases) 

with accounting precision s if b > b0(s) (b < &o(s)) also explains the behavior of the 

earnings management coefficient 6V as a function of s and b. The gain from anti-

smoothing accounting error always increases in the ERC. Offsetting the gain, is 

the cost from regulatory stringency. For b > bo(s), smoothing of economic income 

is not yet significant. Consequently, the fall in the ERC as b is reduced is more 
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than offset by lowered regulatory costs and so anti-smoothing of accounting error 

increases as regulatory stringency decreases. For b < bo(s), smoothing of economic 

income is significant and so the ERC falls rapidly as b is reduced. This lower gain 

from anti-smoothing accounting error more than offsets lowered regulatory costs 

and so anti-smoothing of accounting error now decreases as relative regulatory 

stringency decreases. 

2.4.1 Comparing Informativeness 

I close by comparing the combined report informativeness with and without insider 

trading. I show that if (as has been assumed) insider trading occurs after the 

accounting report, then upon release of both the accounting and insider trading 

reports, all residual uncertainty in the terminal value TV is resolved for investors, 

but there remains investor uncertainty concerning economic income, mi. I then 

compare this result with that obtained by reversing the order of insider trading 

and the accounting report4. 

Recall that the informativeness of a report is the difference in the preci

sions held before and after the report. Before any reports, Prec(mi) = 1 

and Prec(TV) = (^Var^i) + (1 - ^ V a r ^ ) ) - 1 = l/(c2 + H), where 

H = (1 — <j>2)2h2 is the variance in TV arising from the shock z. Thus, I de

fine the following two measures of report informativeness, 

(2.38) Inf/r(mi|Xi,e) =Prec/r(mi|Ji ,e) — 1 

(2.39) Inf IT(TV\TI, e) =Prec/r(7V|r1, e) - l/(c2 + H) 

We have already seen insider trading reduces the informativeness of the ac-
4Specifically, with insider trading now taking place in stage lb and reported in stage lc, and 

the accounting report released at stage 2c. 
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counting report alone. The next Proposition describes what happens to investor 

information after both reports are released (but before TV is revealed to investors). 

P ropos i t ion 3 When insider trading occurs after the accounting report, the total 

informativeness of the combined accounting and insider trading reports for eco

nomic income mi and terminal value TV are, respectively, 

(2.40) I n f o r m |Ji , e) =R2 + (1 + p)2/h2 

(2.41) I n f / T ( r V r | J i , e ) = c » 

Moreover, InfIT(mi\li,e) > InfAr0/r('^i|2i) = 1 + s if and only if s < r = 

(1 + p)2/h2 orb> bi(s) where 

(2-42) M s ) = / 
J[Vs + S^S - Tj (yH - y/s -Tj 

The expression for Inf/r(?ni |J1 ,e) follows from Bayesian updating. R2 is the 

informativeness of the accounting report, and (l+p)2/h2 that of the insider trading 

report. The result Inf (TV\Ti, e) — oo follows because the manager has observed 

TV at the time his trade choice has been made. Since his insider trading profits 

depend only on P(I\) and TV, his insider trading policy depends only on J i and 

TV. Thus, after investors observe both T.\ and the trade volume e, they can infer 

TV. 

If relative regulatory stringency b <b\ (s) then total report informativeness 

concerning m1 is lower with insider trading than without. While the lower in

formativeness of accounting alone is mitigated by the information provided by 

the manager's trade volume, the precision gain from the insider trading report is 

independent of s but the informativeness loss from the accounting report (due to 
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insider trading) increases with s. Thus, for large enough s the loss in accounting 

informativeness eventually dominates. 

I now consider the effect of having insider trading precede the accounting 

report. This is an important difference because of the presumption that insider 

trading before the report allows the manager to exploit non-public material infor

mation. Consequently, as documented by Seyhun (1992), tighter insider trading 

regulatory stringency has indeed significantly reduced insider trading before re

ports, but insider trading after reports has increased as has insider profits. How

ever, the intuition underlying relative tolerance of insider trading after accounting 

reports fails to consider the effects future insider trading will have on the qual

ity of reports. The previous proposition shows that this effect is significant. For 

insider trading, first define 

(2.43) InfiTFirst(mi\IU e) =PrecITFirst(mi|Zi, e) - 1 

(2.44) 
InfITFirst(TV\Th e) =PrecITFirst(TV\Tu e) - l / (c 2 + H) 

The next proposition considers the case where insider trading precedes the 

accounting report. 

P ropos i t ion 4 When insider trading occurs before the accounting report, the total 

informativeness of the combined accounting and insider trading reports for mi and 

TV are, respectively, 

(2.45) Inf/T F i r . s t(mi|Ji ,e) =oo 

(2-46) InfjnrFir^TVlIu e) =± ][ + ^ 

To explain the results for insider trading before the accounting report, note that 

insider trading before the report implies that we are essentially back to the no-
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insider trading case, since the trade is "sunk" by the time the report is issued 

(albeit, with the initial equity holdings e reduced by any sales e to e — e). Without 

insider trading, Lemma 1 found that the manager's earnings management policy 

was independent of his private information and the same finding applies now. 

In particular, the manager's earnings management and insider trading policies 

are independent of his new information z. This implies that investors now have 

two reports (Xi and e) that depend on only two pieces of private information 

(economic income and accounting error) and this allows the private information 

to be unraveled. On the other hand, since the policies contain no dependence on 

z, the uncertainty in z is still described by the unconditional variance h2 of z. 

Then PrecITFirst(TV\li, e) = 1/h2 and the result for InfITFirst(TV\li, e) follows 

by subtracting l / (c 2 + H). 

Together, these final propositions show that insider trading before the report 

always has a positive impact on the investor inference of both economic income 

m\ and terminal value TV relative to the case without insider trading. However, 

insider trading after the report does even better with respect to information about 

TV but, for high enough accounting precision, is worse than even the case without 

insider trading for information about m\. 

Finally, I note that if the manager can trade both before and after the ac

counting report, then both TV and m\ will be revealed. However, the informa-

tiveness of the accounting report alone is still lower than without insider trading. 

2.5 Robustness and Extensions 

It is important to determine the robustness of the claim that accounting informa-

tiveness falls with increasing accounting precision when relative regulatory strin-
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gency is low. Possible extensions of my model include: unobserved productive 

actions (or real earnings management as in Ewert and Wagenhofer (2005)); in

complete reversal of accounting error; strategic trading; multi-dimensional eco

nomic information and reports; nonlinear accounting bonus; multiple periods; 

non-quadratic disutilities and/or nonlinear technology. I find (proofs in Appen

dix B) that, except for the last two effects, these extensions create no qualitative 

changes. For low enough relative regulatory stringency, lim^oo = 0. The case 

of multiple-periods is studied in Chapter 3. Non-quadratic disutilities and/or 

nonlinear technology are not considered. 

In the above, by "strategic trading" I mean situations in which the man

ager's trading volume can influence the price. I consider two cases: first, market 

microstructure effects (e.g., Kyle (1985)); second, a rational expectations equilib

rium in which investors also observe private signals predicting the firm's terminal 

value (e.g., Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) or Grundy and McNichols (1989)). With 

the exception of multiple periods (not studied here) and nonlinearity (discussed 

next), the results of the basic model are qualitatively unchanged. 

2.6 Conclusion 

I have shown that if relative regulatory stringency is belo a threshold, then in

creased accounting precision lowers investors' information deduced from account

ing reports. Moreover, if accounting precision is high enough, even total the total 

information investors deduce from the combined accounting and insider trading 

reports is lower than that they deduce from accounting alone when insider trading 

is irnpossible. This has two implications. First, if relative regulatory stringency 

is low, then accounting error cannot be ignored even if there is reason to believe 
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it is small. This is because investor uncertainty increases in accounting precision 

s for low regulatory stringency whereas if there were no accounting error, and 

hence the manager observes a single private signal, earnings management would 

be unraveled and investor uncertainty would be zero. Thus, the situation with 

zero accounting precision is a singular limit of models with non-zero accounting 

noise. Second, the number of situations in which relative regulatory stringency 

is too low may increase if efforts to increase accounting precision involve greater 

(harder to audit) managerial discretion. 

My work also provides further insight into smoothing vs. anti-smoothing 

earnings management. Healy (1985) argues that smoothing and anti-smoothing of 

earnings may coexist, but at different times. 

I find that, if insider trading is feasible, smoothing and anti-smoothing can 

take place simultaneously and that anti-smoothing is an independent activity, not 

just a tool abetting future smoothing. Anti-smoothing is done only on accounting 

errors and is largest at intermediate relative regulatory stringency. Smoothing is 

done exclusively on economic income and is most important if relative regulatory 

stringency is low. My work thus indicates that smoothing behavior can be a 

signature of poor "earnings quality'5. 

It is commonly assumed that one almost always sees anti-smoothing in a big-

bath, i.e., a large negative earnings report and not the positive earnings analog. 

This is usually attributed to conservatism in accounting. However, as shown here, 

this asymmetry may also relate to insider trading since insider short-selling is 

5 Note that this does not contradict the possibility that firms smooth to signal their qual
ity because only high quality firms can do it consistently. None of the features required for 
this picture (managerial motive for signalling quality, multi-periods, or why investors associate 
smoothed earnings with quality) are modeled here, and so the validity cannot be addressed. 
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not feasible and restrictions on selling, both explicit and implicit (e.g., risk of 

lawsuits), are tougher than those on buying. Moreover, while ostensibly buying 

is made difficult because it requires cash outlay, this may be mitigated (or even 

eliminated) by company loans or option repricing. Option repricing requires no 

cash outlay and mimics equity purchase because the new options, assuming that 

they are granted at a lower strike price, are more sensitive to the movements 

in the underlying equity value. Together, the asymmetry of the ease of buying 

vs. selling implies that a manager may find it easier to take advantage of anti-

smoothing behavior by buying when prices are low6. Thus, insider trading profits 

and the earnings management they motivate provide an alternative explanation 

for the fact that only big-baths are observed. 

6As implied by Healy (1985), asymmetric anti-smoothing can also arise from bonus floors and 
caps. A bonus floor implies compensation is convex at low levels, and so increases the tendency 
for anti-smoothing at these low levels. A bonus cap has exactly the opposite implication. In 
short, this picture is not contradicted by the results here, but augmented by new possibilities. 



Appendix A 

Proofs 

A.l Proof of Lemma 1 

The manager's policies without insider trading are determined from the optimiza

tion 

(A.l) U* =maxU. 

The first order condition is 

(A.2) O = ( l - e ) ( & - 0 2 ) - ^ , 

and so the optimal 8* is given by 

(A.3) ^ o / T ~ ( ^ - ^ ) . 

A.2 Proof of Lemma 2 

In the text, I have already shown that, conditional on conjectures p0 and p l 5 the 

manager's optimal policies are 

(A.4) 

* ^Po + Pili ~ cmx - (1 - (f)2)z 

X 
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(A.5) 

6* = T2 (x( l - *)(& - fa) + PiiPo + PiV 
X"-Pi 

Recalling the linear policy definitions of <5o, etc. 

(A.6) 
6* =60 + 8mmi + 6vr}, 

and using J i = 60 + (1 + mi)6mmi + (1 + <5̂ )ry, 

(A.7) 

<$0 = 72 (x( l - e)(01 - 02) + PoPl) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

XV-Pi 

c P l ( P l - c ) 

XV-Pi 

2.2 

<f P i 

X ^ - P i 

Next, from the form of e*, 

(A.10) 

Pl+Pl^O 
eo = 

X 
(A.H) 

ez = 
X 

(A.12) 
_ p 1 ( l + ^m) - c 

X 
(A.13) 

Pi - c 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

X ^ - P i 

=— om 
Pi 

X 
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(A.16) 

(A.17) 

=u-^ z2 
XV-Pi 

v c 
-•—ov. 
Pi 

A.3 Proof of Proposition 1 

We have two steps to prove: the equilibrium equation and uniqueness. 

A.3.1 The Equilibrium Equation 

We use the manager's policies derived in the previous lemma for the first half of 

the equilibrium, the manager's "response function" (his policies). For the second 

half (the investors' "response function," their price), we proceed as follows. First, 

we assume investor conjectures 8Q, 8m: and 8V. Assuming risk-neutral investors, 

the value of the firm at the end of period one with respect to the information set 

2"i = wii + r) + 8 is just 

(A. 18) P(2i) =E(mi + m2-uj1- CJ2\IU u). 

Now, I assume that investors have the conjecture that the manager chooses his 

earnings management according to the linear policy 8 = 8Q + 8mmi + 8nri, with the 

coefficients <$o> 8m, and 8V. Since, under this assumption, J i = 80 + (1 + 8m)m\ 4-

(1 + 8ri)ri, solve for r\ in terms of m\ to find 

(A.19) r] =H1 j=mx 
V s 

(A.20) Tli =-
l + 8n 
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Now mi ~ N(0,I), r] ~ N(0,ls), E(m2|mi) = fmiu E(z\I1,u) = 0, and cot = 

9t + (f>tIt. Then 

(A.21) P{lx) =cE(m1|7e1,«) - ((0i + 02) + {<t>i ~ < W ) 

(A.22) c = ( l + p)(l-</>2). 

The expectation of m\ can be computed as 

(A.23) 

E(mi|fti,M) = - ^ = / m 1 e -« m Je - i ( f l n r ^ B l ) a dmi 
V 27T •/ 

(A.24) _ ^ W l . 

We thus find, in particular, 

(A.25) p, = - -^j j£jL«„ - (i, + »2) 

(A-26) Pl=if^n§ -«*-«• 
Using pi = pi + 0x - </>2, c = (1 + p)(l - (j>2), b = y/xy/c, and x" = *>2c2, these 

can be written as equations for ft and pi: 

(A-27) ft = - c ^ ( l - P1/(&2C2)) ^ ^ o 

(A.28) ft =Cvfi(l - p2/(fe2c2)) ^ 5 - ^ /(f t) . 

To obtain the equation for the equilibrium, I equate conjectures and re

sponses, i.e., I set ft — ft, etc. and <$o = 6Q, etc. 

A.3.2 Existence and Uniqueness 

To prove existence, start with equation (A.28) that defines it. Now /(0) = cs/(l + 

s) > 0 while /(fee) = 0. Thus, there is at least one down-crossing of ft by /(ft) 
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for pi G (0,6c). Since a down-crossing equilibrium is stable, there is always at 

least one stable equilibrium. But the equation for the equilibrium (after clearing 

denominators) is quadratic (next proof), implying at most one stable equilibrium. 

Thus, there always exists a unique equilibrium. 

A.4 Proof of Corollary 1 

The equation for the equilibrium pi is (after clearing denominators and subtracting 

the rhs from the lhs) second order in pi (it would be third order, but the cubic 

terms cancel). It can be written g(pi) = 0 with 

(A.29) 0 = - b2c2s + c{s + (1 + s)b2pi - sp\. 

The two solutions to the quadratic equation g(pi) = 0 are 

(s + l)b2 + s± J(s + l)2fc4 - 2(a - l)sb2 + s2 

(A.30) pf =c - * ^ — ^ ^ 

Stability is determined by g'(pi), which must be positive. Now 

(A.31) 
g\Pi) =c{s + (1 + s)b2) - 2sp. 

Evaluating g'(pi) at the two equilibria, 

(A.32) 

g'(pf) = rp Cy/(S + 1)264 - 2(S - l)sb2 + S2. 

Thus, pi is selected. It is also the only root that is finite as s —> 0. 

A.5 Proof of Lemma 3 

I recall equation (A.28) obeyed by the equilibrium value of pi: 

(A.33) P i = c v / i ( l - p 1 / ( x ^ ) ) r ^ . 
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If the ERC pi is to be finite as s —> oo, the right hand side must be finite as 

s —> oo. We can recast the equilibrium equation as 

(A.34) * = 5L. . 

These two possible values of R are both positive and have limits as R —> oo of, 

respectively, 

(A.35) R+J-pl/McVS 
2p 

(A.36) R- =1/R+. 

The lemma thus holds, since 1 —p\/{xv) > 0 by assumption and l i m ^ ^ R+ = oo 

and lims_>00 R- = 0. 

A.6 Proof of Lemma 4 

I first prove that the earnings management coefficient 8V has a maximum at 60 • 

Using the solution for the equilibrium ERC p\ given by equation (A. 30) and 

equation (A.9) for Sv, 

d8v 2ba*(P(s+ !)-*) 

ds ((s + l)2b4-2(s-l)stf + s2)3/2' 

This derivative vanishes at 

(A.38) b0(s) = ' S 

1 + 8' 

and is positive for b < bo(s), negative otherwise. Thus, 6^ has a unique maximum 

with respect to b at b = b0(s). 
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A. 7 Proof of Proposition 2 

Now consider the behavior of R. Using the solution for the equilibrium ERC pi 

given by equation (A.30) and the fact that R = 1 — pi/(cb2), 

(A-39) R= WTs • 
Setting dR/ds — 0 gives, once again, b = bo(s). If 6 < &o(s), dR/ds < 0 while if 

6 > 6o(s), d-R/d* > 0. 

A.8 Proof of Corollary 2 

Of course, this has already been proved by Proposition 2 and Lemma 3. However, 

I now offer analytical confirmation. Using the solution for the equilibrium ERC 

p\ given by equation (A.30) and the fact that R — 1 — p\/(cb2), asymptotically 

(A.40) 

ft2 + j(b* - l )2 - l r i fr
2 - y f o - l )2 + 1 , 

hm R = *—— ~Js H / h ... 
262 2S/(V - l ) 2 ^ 

(A.41) Jl^lVi+w±j-rs + ... ab>1 

A.9 Proof of Proposition 3 

I first prove the results for insider trading after the accounting report and then 

insider trading before the report. 

A.9.1 Insider Trading after the Accounting Report 

I perform the same calculation as done in the proof of Lemma 1 (done in section 

A.3) for the case with two reports. I first compute the mean and precision of mi 
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and then of TV. 

From the two reports J i and e together with the linear equilibrium policies, 

I can now solve for r\ and z 

r> 

(A.43) rf =UX pmi 
V s 

(A.44) z =Tl2 - 0mu 

where 

(A.45) n2_e-eo-er)TZ1 

_em- enRlsfs 

= - ( l + p). 

(A.46) 

(A.47) 

We compute two estimates: That of mi and that of T. We find for mi 

(A.48) EfmxIJi^fi) =±- f m i e - > ? e 4 ( ^ - ^ ) 2 - ^ ( ^ . - K 2 ) : 

(A.49) =QiK1 + Q2Tl2 

dm\ 

(A.50) Qx = 

(A-51) Q* ^T^TT^K-^-

l + R2 + l/h? 
e 

The precision of the estimate of mi is 

Prec/TL«t(mi|Ji, e, u) =1 + tf2 + 02//i2. 

Finally, the variance of the estimate of TV is 

(A.52) 
Var(7V|Ii,e,ii) =Var(cmi + (1 - (j)2)z\lue,u) 

(A.53) =(1 - 02)2Var((l + p- 9)rm + n2\nuK2,u) 
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(A.54) =(1 - 02)2Var(7l2|fti, Hi, u) 

(A.55) =0, 

and so 

(A.56) 
P r e c ( 7 V | I i , e , u ) =oo. 

Finally, to prove the last part, I recall that we have the solution 

(A.57) 

(s + l)b2 + s - J{s + 1)264 - 2s(s - 1)62 + s2 

Pl=C 2s 

and 

(A.58) R=l-pl/{bc2). 

Informativeness with insider trading is R2 + r with r = (1 + p)2/h2. Informa-

tiveness without insider trading is s. Thus, using the first two equations, equality 

of the two informativeness terms requires R2 = s — r . I f s < r , then equality is 

impossible for real R and so informativeness with insider trading is always greater 

than informativeness without insider trading. Otherwise, R2 = S — T can be solved 

for b to give 

(A.59) 6=6i(s) 

(A.60) - ^ - ^ 
J[\/s + sy/s - r ) (ys - ^s -rj 

Now consider b > &i(s). I claim that dR/db > 0 which implies R2 + r > s if 

b > bi(s) (which completes the proof). To see this, calculate directly 

(A.61) 

OR _ - ( g ( l ~ b2) + b2) + ^/{2s + l)fr4 + 2sb2 + s2(l - b2)2 

db ~ fry(2s + 1)64 + 2s62 + s2(l - 62)2 
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V ' VX2 + 4sM 

(A.63) >0 

where X = b2 + s( l - 62). 

A. 10 Proof of Proposition 4 

Now, consider the manager's policies with insider trading before the accounting 

report is released. I first compute the manager's policies. To this end, I perform 

the analog of the calculation of Section 2 with the difference that now it is 6 that 

is chosen after z is known. We find 

(A.64) S{.) =<±±±ZW1ZM. 
A. 

Next, go to the stage lb optimization. We substitute the policy for 6 into U and 

take expectation over z. The first order condition for e then leads to 

(A.65) 

(A.66) 

(A.67) 

The second order condition for the optimization is just v\ > (4>2 ~~ </>i)2-

The fact that e depends only on mi implies that by observing e and deducing 

e0, investors can infer mj exactly. Thus, Var(mi |2i ,e) = 0. On the other hand, 

since investors learn nothing about z from either Z\ or e, Var(TV) = Var( ( l — 

(j)2)z) = (1 - (j)2fh
2 = H. We thus find 

(A.68) 
ln{ITFirst(mi\li,e) =PrecITFirst(mi\Ii,e) - 1 

_ X ( l - 0 ! + P ( l - ^ ) ) 
"X- (^2 - </>l)2 

s (4>2 - ^ l ) ( l - < / > ! + / » ( ! " 

"X- (02 - <t>l)2 

S — 8 — e = e = 0 

- & ) ) 
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(A.69) =oo 

(A.70) 

Infir«rrt(TV|Ji, e) =PrecITFirst(TV\lue) - l/(c2 + H) 

(A.71) = - - ^ - ^ 

(A.72) * # (1 + #/c2) 



Appendix B 

Extensions 

The relative ease of the preceding analysis stems from the simplicity of the model. 

Thus, it is important to determine the robustness of the claim that accounting 

informativeness falls with increasing accounting precision when relative regulatory 

stringency is low. Possible extensions include: unobserved productive actions (or 

real earnings management as in Ewert and Wagenhofer (2005)); incomplete rever

sal of accounting error; strategic trading; multi-dimensional economic assets and 

reports; nonlinear accounting bonuses; and multiple periods. Here, by "strategic 

trading" I mean situations in which the manager's trading volume can influence 

the price. I consider two cases: market microstructure effects (e.g., Kyle (1985)); 

a rational expectations equilibrium in which investors also observe private signals 

predicting the firm's terminal value (e.g., Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) or Grundy 

and McNichols (1989)). With the exception of multiple periods (not studied here) 

and nonlinearity, I find that these extensions include no qualitative changes: for 

low enough relative regulatory stringency, lims_^oo = 0. 

50 
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B. l Incomplete Reversal and Real Earnings 
Management 

I first consider accounting error that does not fully reverse together with real earn

ings management. Let the manager be able to engage in real earnings management 

a. The real earnings management increases the first period reported earnings by 

g\a at a personal cost a2 /2 and cost to the firm of K,a. Provided the persistence 

of economic income and "accounting error" are not equal1, non-reversing accruals 

have no effect as s —> oo, and real earnings management leads to the result 

(B.1) ,imfl = ( ° I " < 6 " ' 
s->oo i oo otherwise 

where 

(B.2) bu = ^ 1 + ^ - ^ 2 / 0 ) 2 . 

Thus, the threshold relative regulatory stringency as s —> 00, bu, is never smaller 

than that found without real earnings management (which was 6 = 1 ) . Since bu 

depends on v beyond the dependence of 6, the single parameter b is no longer 

sufficient to completely describe relative regulatory stringency if real earnings 

management is possible. Finally, for cases in which eg = K(f>2, the threshold is 

as without real earnings management, bu = 1. This follows from the fact that 

the marginal benefit of the manager's real earnings management a\ to his insider 

trading profits (i.e., d2E(W/2)/\deda{)) is gip — K4>2. But, in the case without real 

earnings management (where 6 = 1 was the threshold), the value of the ERC pi 

xIf the persistence's are equal, mi and 77 only affect the manager's utility and the investors' 
information via their sum, and the model is equivalent to one in which the manager learns only 
the sum mi + 77. 
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at b — 1 as s —> oo is pi = c. Thus, if eg = K</)2, the marginal benefit of real 

earnings management to insider trading profits vanishes at b = 1. 

B.2 Dependence on Stage 2c Price 

Consider the assumption of having the manager liquidate any shares remaining 

after insider trading at the terminal price. What if a fraction ip (of remaining 

shares) is liquidated at the market price that obtains before liquidation but after 

the stage 2b insider trading is reported in stage 2c. The fraction 1 — <p of shares 

are liquidated at the terminal value. In equilibrium, the stage 2c price is (up 

to a constant independent of the accounting report J i or trade volume report e) 

f>i(Zi, e) = /3X — ae. Let the relative regulatory stringency parameter b be as in 

the base model (b = xu/c)- We then have 

(B.3) l , m * = (° I f " < 6 -

s^oo i QQ otherwise 

where 

1-ip 
(B.4) bv 

l + ^ip 

This result follows because the effect of ip > 0 reduces the impact of insider trading 

on informativeness through two effects. First, the manager will trade strategically 

because his trade reveals information that affects the stage 2c price. This changes 

this model's stage lc price equilibrium (again obtained after investors observe T\ 

only and characterized by the ERC pi) from that of the base model, but this 

change is entirely captured by replacing the insider trading stringency parameter 

X with x + af- Since a > 0 (more selling is bad news), the strategic effect of 

trading mimics increased insider trading stringency. Second, the only source of 
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differential treatment of economic income mi and accounting error r\ vis. a vis. 

earnings management is due to the dependence of the manager's utility on the 

terminal value. This dependence is now reduced by a factor 1 — <p and the result 

follows. 

B.3 Multi-Dimensional State and Reports 

What happens when the report of accounting income (sum of economic income 

mi plus accounting error rf) is replaced by a multi-component financial statement? 

I examine this question by generalizing the basic model as follows. Assume that 

the value relevant economic assets are described by the iV-vector mi and the 

report T\ is an M- vector X\ = if mi + r\ with H and M x N matrix and r\ and 

M-vector of accounting errors. Without loss of generality, I assume M < N and 

Rank(if) = M. The cum-wage terminal value is H'mi with H an N vector. 

Wlog, I can choose mi ~ A/"(0,1) and r\ ~ N(0, S) for some M x M matrix E. 

The audit disutility v is now an M x M matrix. Finally, the wage coefficients (f>t 

and <j>2 are M-vectors, p is an N x N matrix, and economic income is given by 

Et = Fmt, t = 1,2 with F' and N-vector. 

The analog of the signal to noise ratio R is now an M x iV matrix and the 

ERC is now an M-vector. The analog of infinite accounting precision, s —> oo, is 

fl —» oo (all eigenvalues of f2 become infinite). Let d = (F — 02)'(1 + P)i Then, 

if XcH/c
Hc < 1) then as f2 —* oo, the equilibrium is uninformative about the 

terminal value, i.e., Var(c'm1 |X) = c'c, the same as before the report, Ti. 



Chapter 3 

Infinite Horizon Model 

3.1 Introduction 

The prior chapter considered the informational efficiency of insider trading when 

earnings management is possible. The key cause of the loss of information when 

insider trading is possible was the fact that, in equilibrium, the manager always 

smooths economic income. In turn, this followed from the fact that the market, 

knowing that accounting income contains both persistent and fully reversing com

ponents, applies an average persistence factor to earnings and so undervalues the 

persistent component. However, in reality, the firm does not generally liquidate 

when the manager sells his remaining shares. Consequently, the price received 

by the manager when he liquidates remaining unsold shares is endogenous and so 

presumably also undervalues economic income. Moreover, the manager's liquida

tion price also includes the informational effect of his prior insider trading and 

this impels him to trade strategically, further mitigating his opportunism. Does 

the manager ' s incentive to smooth income survive in a multi-period setting? 

I use an infinite-horizon, multiple-generations, rational-expectations, report

ing model to study the effect of insider trading-induced earnings management on 

54 
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investor informedness. I use investor uncertainty as to the firm's true value imme

diately after the release of the insider-trading report as the benchmark of investor 

informedness (which biases in favor of insider trading). 

In my model, each period (or generation, e.g., a quarter of a year) consists 

of a single manager's tenure and has three stages. Investors process information 

using a Kalman filter and price shares rationally, both activities contingent on 

conjectures as to the manager's reporting strategy. 

In stage one (e.g., the first third of the manager's tenure), the value of eco

nomic assets and economic flows is drawn. Accounting assets consist of the audi

tors ' valuation of those economic assets that are capitalized, using an accounting 

valuation formula and accounting flows are differences in accounting assets. This 

formula values assets as a function of current economic assets, past accounting 

assets, and some noise (which I call accounting error). My conclusions do not de

pend on the details of this valuation, but some specific examples (e.g., fair-value 

accounting) are discussed in Section 2. 

In my model, economic assets are sufficient statistics for determining current 

operating cash flows as well as future economic assets. While the auditors do 

not observe economic assets, the manager observes true economic assets and flows 

as well as the auditors' valuation of accounting assets and flows. For simplicity, 

in my basic model, I assume that the manager cannot change the evolution of 

economic assets.1 

In stage one, the manager is required to issue a report of accounting assets. 

JI use the term "economic asset" for this state since it is economically relevant. It is not to 
be confused with notions such as "economic value" which depends on many factors, e.g., the 
information structure. In particular, while economic assets are unchanged (by assumption) as I 
vary the reporting and insider-trading environment, economic value is not. 
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The manager's report of accounting assets may include an additional intentional 

distortion, i.e., reported assets equals accounting assets plus earnings manage

ment. The manager can report any values, but the auditors induce a disutility 

that increases in deviations from the auditors' valuation.2 

In stage two (e.g., the second third of the manager's tenure), after the eco

nomic state has changed with the passage of time, the manager engages in insider 

trading. He is assumed to be a price-taker and size of the trade is reported (with 

noise) to investors after it is consummated (the source of this noise is discussed in 

Section 2). As his trade size increases, it becomes more likely that the manager's 

trade is based on material non-public information as opposed to liquidity trading. 

Consequently, I include a regulatory disutility that increases in the trade volume. 

I use the term "regulatory stringency" to denote the combined stringency of audits 

and enforcement of the ban on insider trading. 

In stage three (e.g., the third month of the quarter), after the economic state 

has again changed with the passage of time, investors receive a new, independent, 

and unbiased, analyst report. Immediately afterwards, the manager shares not 

sold in stage one are liquidated at the post-analyst-report price. 

There are two main drivers of my results. First, there are two potentially 

opposing prerequisites for the manager to profit from insider trading. One pre

requisite is that the manager must possess private information that has predictive 

value for future prices. A second prerequisite is that before the manager reaps the 

benefit of any trade initiated earlier (e.g., sells shares previously bought), some 

of this private information must now be incorporated into price, i.e., it must no 

2This disutility can proxy for a number of different effects. These include the effort required 
to convince auditors to accept the manager's desired numbers, potential costs of future litigation, 
termination, etc. 
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longer be private. In a multi-period setting, all things equal, these two require

ments are in competition (more information revelation leads to less informational 

advantage in the next round). 

Second, I show that, as the precision of accounting approaches infinity, there 

are two possible equilibria. The first, unique for sufficiently high regulatory strin

gency, has full revelation of the manager's private information in his financial 

report. Because he trades after learning new information, he still has non-zero 

trade volume, and so investors are always better informed when this revealing 

equilibrium holds. 

The second equilibrium (in the limit of perfect accounting) is fully conceal

ing. The manager releases none of his private information in the financial report. 

Despite this, investors could still be better informed than in the situation with no 

insider trading if the insider-trading report has low noise. Since (as I show) the 

limit of high accounting precision is regular, I focus on determining the proper

ties of the equilibrium in this limit. I am concerned, in particular, with how the 

equilibrium behaves as a function of two exogenous parameters: the precision of 

the analyst report and the precision of the insider-trading report. 

The two equilibria in the limit of perfect accounting are explained as follows. 

In my model, the manager's information advantage consists of knowing both eco

nomic and accounting assets. With high accounting precision, the manager has 

only a small information advantage remaining if he releases a truthful report of 

accounting assets. Because investors are rational, and so can infer the manager's 

earnings-management policies, the only successful earnings management will be 

one in which the price-relevant component of the accounting report is essentially 

noise (i.e., accounting error). If regulatory stringency is high (with regulatory 
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stringency defined as the stringency of audits and enforcement of the ban on 

insider-trading), the effort of earnings management is not worth the small benefit, 

reports are truthful, and the manager (with no information advantage) does no 

insider trading. If regulatory stringency is low, reports completely suppress the 

price-relevant component of the accounting report. 

As long as the equilibrium type is unchanged, increasing the noise in either 

the insider trading or analyst reports will always reduce investor informedness. 

However, changing the levels of noise can also change the equilibrium type. 

With a change in the noise in the insider-trading report, the manager's need 

for private information overrides his need for post-trade price efficiency. At low 

levels of insider-trading-report noise, the revealing equilibrium is unique, at high 

levels the concealing equilibrium is unique and at intermediate levels, both can 

exist.3 Consequently, increasing noise in the insider-trading report always de

grades investor informedness, albeit there may be hysteresis effects if the noise 

level fluctuates past the region where both equilibria are possible. 

With regard to changing the noise in the analyst report, the informational 

trade-off becomes salient. In particular, the threshold level of insider-trading re

port noise above which the revealing equilibrium becomes untenable is maximized 

for intermediate levels of analyst-report noise. At low levels of analyst-report 

noise, post-trade price reflects well the manager's pre-trade private information, 

and this increases his incentive to trade and thus distort. At high levels of analyst-

report noise, the manager's informational advantage is higher and this fact dom

inates poor revelation. 

The reason this interior maximum is not seen with respect to noise in the 

3 When both exist, the revealing equilibrium always has higher investor informedness. 
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insider-trading report is that the insider-trading signal is also the manager's trad

ing volume. Thus, from the manager's perspective, insider trading confounds an 

informational effect with a monetary gain effect. 

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

model. Sections 3-6 then uses partial-equilibrium methods to study the model. 

Section 3 solves the investors' filtering problem as a function of her conjecture 

concerning the manager's policies. Section 4 determines the manager's earnings 

management policy given conjectures about the investors' filter and pricing func

tion. Section 5 determines the investors' pricing function given her filter and 

conjecture concerning the manager's policies. Section 6 studies the problem in 

the limit of perfect accounting and shows that a critical value of a regulatory-

stringency parameter divides two behaviors. Section 7 derives the dependence of 

the perfect accounting equilibrium as a function of the precisions of the insider-

trading report and the analyst report. Section 8 considers the effects of more 

general nonlinear technologies and utilities. Section 9 concludes. 

3.2 Model 

The model is infinite-horizon, discrete-time, with three stages per period. The 

time line is as follows: 

1. At time t,t=l, 2, 3..., the new manager is hired and: 

(a) Observes a vector ift of accounting assets and flows (e.g., revenues) and 

the privately observed economic state, a vector mt. 

(b) Chooses an additional vector of account distortions, St (before the re

port is issued), at a cost 8'tu8t/2 and releases the accounting report 
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(c) Investors update their estimate of mt to reflect information gleaned 

from report r\t. This state estimate is denoted mt and is common 

knowledge 

(d) Risk-neutral investors rationally price the shares using the endogenous 

function P0(rht,r]t) (the subscript 0 indicates this is the price function 

at the start of the manager's tenure) 

rit). 

2. At time t + 1/3: 

(a) The new manager observes mt+1/3 

(b) Investors estimate mt+1/3, denoted by rh^+1,3 (the superscript — de

notes that this is the state estimate obtaining immediately before the 

insider-trading report which is made right after the trade) 

(c) The new manager sells e (+1/3 shares (a choice variable) at price 

Pi/3(mt+i/3irlt) &t a personal cost xe^+1<3/2 (negative choices of e de

note buying and short sales are allowed) 

(d) Immediately after the sale, the sale's volume e-t+x/3 is reported with 

some level of noise, i.e., investors receive a report et = e-t+i/3 + 2t+i/3i 

zt+1/3 ~ JV(0, k2) 

(e) Investors update their estimate of m t + 1 / 3 to reflect information gleaned 

from report et+1/3. This state estimate is denoted mt+1/3 

3. At time t + 2/3: 
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(a) Investors receive an exogenous unbiased public signal (from analysts), 

Vt+2/3 ~ N(mt+2/3, Qp), concerning the firm's true economic state 

rat+2/3 

(b) Investors use the report to update their estimate of mt+2/3, denoted by 

ra.4+2/3 

(c) Immediately after, the manager liquidates any remaining shares at price 

I now discuss these stages in more detail. 

3.2.1 Fi rm Economics 

The vector mt (with the unconditional mean E(ra t) = 0) represents the true 

economic assets (or state) of the firm, in the following sense. First, mt is a 

sufficient statistic for predicting the next period's economic state mt+i. Second, up 

to i.i.d. shocks, mt determines the current period's "operating results" (revenues 

and operating expenses). 

I decompose the evolution of mt into three stages: 

(3.1) mt+i/z =p1mt + z\ 

(3.2) rat+2/3 =P2mt+i/3 + *t 

(3.3) mt+i =p3mt+2/3 + A-

In the above, the exogenous economic shocks zc
t are independent and distrib

uted as zf ~ N(0, Sc), c = 1, 2, 3. The dynamic matrices pc represent a combina

tion of economic depreciation together with non-discretionary new investment. I 

assume that the pc are all invertible and stable, i.e., all eigenvalues of pc lie in the 

unit disk and none are zero. 
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3.2.2 Accounting 

The accounting report is represented by a vector r\t which contains both period 

reports (revenues and costs) together with balance-sheet items. In normal cir

cumstances, the accounting report is influenced by the economic state mt only via 

the income statement (or simplicity, I lump the income and cash flow statements. 

This is because mt is an input into the firm's 'production function' and this is 

reported in the income statement. 

In contrast, the accounting balance sheet initially values items at cost, not 

economic value. Moreover, accounting depreciation is a cost allocation, a reflec

tion of past not current economics.4 However, GAAP provides a mechanism for 

revaluing assets, and the manager can use his private knowledge of the economic 

values in mt to do so. While US GAAP is asymmetric (due to conservatism, 

only write-downs are allowed except in unusual circumstances, e.g., takeovers), in 

my model I assume symmetry. An extreme example of revaluation is fair-value 

accounting, about which more shortly. 

With the above considerations, I model the evolution of the accounting state 

Vt by 

( 3 - 4 ) Vt+2/3 =Vt+i/3 = % 

(3.5) rjt+1 =ip0mt+1 + gQrjt + T(St + nt) 

and so 

(3-6) r)t+1 = ip0p3mt+2/3 + g0r)t + T(6t + nt) + tp0z*. 

4Of course, depreciation schedules are usually determined to reflect expected economics, but 
they usually adjust slowly or not at all for deviations from expectations. 
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The matrix ipQ includes the operating results (period revenues and costs) as well 

as any revaluations. If accounting rules specified fair-value accounting, then the 

current value of accounting assets would depend only on the present value of 

economic assets and not past values of accounting assets. In this case, go would 

be zero, and accounting assets would have zero persistence conditional on economic 

assets. In practice, many assets are not valued this way, but rather mechanically 

depreciated over time (with occasional revaluations, as needed). In this case, go 

would not be zero. 

To facilitate comparisons and without loss of generality, I choose ipQ to be 

have non-negative singular values. Finally, the accounting error vector, nt} is 

modeled as i.i.d. noise, nt ~ N(0, Qo)-

The accounting observation matrix I(JQ plays a crucial role in the analysis. 

In the absence of any earnings management 6t, the publicly observable difference 

Vt+i ~ SWt is J u s t ^om*+i"+" n*> i-e-' a n°isy signal of the true economic assets mt. 

Thus, in the absence of earnings management, it is this signal that investors input 

into their Kalman filter to update estimates of the economic state mt. I will show 

that the manager's earnings management has the informational effect of changing 

ipQ and Qo to new matrices i\) and fi, respectively (un-subscripted ip and ft will 

refer to an insider trading firm's post earnings management parameters). 

3.2.3 Investors 

Investors have two roles in the model. First, they interpret information. Second, 

they price the firm's equity using their interpretation. 

To interpret information, investors construct a dynamic estimate of the man

ager's private information, mt. This has two steps. First, they must conjecture 
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the manager's policies to construct a model of the firm and combined evolution 

of the economic state mt and accounting values r\t. Second, using this model, 

they estimate mt using the stationary Kalman filter appropriate for the three re

ports investors receive: accounting at time t, insider trading at time t + 1/3, and 

independent research at time t + 2/3. Associated with these three reports are 

respective Kalman filter gains, /?, K, and 7 which are just the responses of the 

respective estimates m f, rht+1/3, and mf+2/3 to the respective information signals 

Vt> em/3> and Vt+2/3. 

I assume that investors' estimate of mt at the start of the firm (at t — 0) is 

normal. It follows that investors' estimates for mt remain normal for all subse

quent periods5. Consequently, it suffices to keep track of the mean and covariance 

(this covariance is termed the "error covariance") of the investors' distribution. 

My notation for the ensuing means and covariances is as follows: Start with 

the investor estimate m t + 1 / 3 ~ N(rh^,St) immediately before release of the ac

counting report. Then investors have the estimate mt ~ N(mt, Tt) immediately 

after the accounting report rjt has been observed by investors. Likewise, investors 

have the estimate mt+i/3 ~ N(ih^~+1,3, St+1/3) immediately before release of the 

insider-trading report (if any), rrit+1/3 ~ N(rht+i/3,Tt+i/3) immediately after, 

mt+2/3 ~ •^("^t+2/31 ^t+2/3) immediately before release of the independent ana

lyst report, and m t+2/3 ~ N(mt+2/3, Tt+2/3) immediately after. Stationary values 

of the covariances will be denoted To, T1/3, T2/3, SQ etc. for a insider-trading firm 

and T0,o, Tb,i/3, T0>2/3, So,o, etc., for a no-insider-trading firm. 

At any given time, the investor information set is given by the observed 

5 This holds t rue even when insider trading induces insider trading since, for the equilibrium 
I study, the earnings-management policy is linear in mt-
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report history {{r]t, 2/2+2/3} without insider trading, {?7t, e t+1/3 , J/2+2/3} with). In 

equilibrium, when investor conjectures are correct, this a sufficient state is just the 

latest accounting report r\t together with investors' most recent estimate of m. Let 

Pt denote the cum-dividend price just before r\t is observed. Let Pt denote the 

ex-dividend price just after r\t is observed (so that the dividend is assumed to paid 

with the accounting report) . Let P^+u3 denote the price just before the insider 

trading volume e t + 1 /3 is observed. Let Pt+1/3 denote the price just after e t+1/3 is 

observed. Finally, let P4+2/3 denote the price just before the analyst report yf+2/3 

is observed and Pt+2/3 denote the price just after yf+2/3 i s observed. 

Arbitrage-free prices are determined by 

(3-7) Pf =Dt + i?iE(P t+1 /3 |77 t_1 ,e t+1 /3_1 ,m t-) 

(3.8) Pt =E(P t+1/3 |»7 t ,e t+i/3_i,m t) 

(3-9) Pt'+1/3 =i?2E(P t + 1 / 3 |77 t ,e t + 1 / 3_1 ,m-+ 1 / 3) 

(3-10) Pt+i/s =E(Pt~+1\r)t, et+i/3, mt+1/3) 

(3-11) Pt+2/3 =R3^(Pt+2/3\Vt, et+1/3, rh;+2/3) 

(3-12) Pt+2/3 =E(P t+1 |77 t,e t+i/3)m t+2/3). 

with Dt the dividend and the Ri, R2, and Pt3 the respective risk-free discount 

rates over (t,t + 1/3), (t + 1/3, t + 2/3), and (t + 2/3,* + 1) respectively.6 The 

dividend policy is introduced later. 

3.2.4 The Manager 

I first describe the manager's program. I then discuss the manager's insider trading 

in more detail. 
6Because I assume the firm never liquidates, some dividends are necessary to yield a non-zero 

price. Since I am interested in stationary behavior, I assume a stationary dividend policy. 
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The Manager's Program 

I assume that the manager is risk-neutral and obtains utility from terminal wealth. 

For simplicity, I assume the manager's compensation is entirely from insider-

trading profits. Including an accounting bonus or initial equity grant make no 

difference to investor informedness (assuming, as I do, no short sale restrictions). 

The two stages of his program can be written: 

(3.13) 
U* = maxE(wi + R^* + DU\) at time t 

St 

(3.14) 
V* = max(e t + 1 / 3 P t + 1 / 3 (m m / 3 , rjt) + R2w2 + DU2) at time t + 1/3, 

where 

(3.15) 
wi =eDt 

(3.16) 

w2 = - ei+i/3Pi+2/3(ryt,mt+2/3) 

(3.17) 

DUl = - ±Stu8t 

(3.18) 

DU2 = - -xef+i/3-

Insider Trading 

Here, I discuss the two features of insider trading that I model. The first is the 

fact that the manager's trades are reported with noise. The second is the source 

of the manager's insider-trading disutility. 

Noise in the manager's trade report models numerous unobservable effects 

that mask the manager's true information but are otherwise unaddressed in the 

model studied here. These include: 
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• Trades are often reported with delay. 

• The manager experiences consumption shocks (e.g., a house purchase). 

• The timing of a manager's trading is often exogenous (e.g., he hires a new 

financial advisor who suggests he diversify). 

• Purchases are often made via company loans which are later forgiven and 

investors thus know neither whether the purchase was really discretionary 

nor the true cost.7 

• The manager has less overt means to effectively trade stock. These include 

option repricing and the choice of equity/cash mix to receive in compensa

tion. 

• Market microstructure effects. For example, a limit order may be partially 

unfilled and so investors will not observe the manager's true intent. 

Trading on non-public material information is proscribed in U.S. markets. If 

this ban were strictly enforceable, then this paper would be moot. Thus I implic

itly assume that managers can get away with some insider trading. However, the 

larger the trade size, the more likely that regulators, potential litigants, sharehold

ers, and the board of directors may become alerted and take some action against 

the manager. Thus, I assume the manager experiences disutility increasing in the 

magnitude of his trading volume. 

7Prior to the Sarbanes-Oxley act, more than 75firms lent money to exectives, ?. ? discuss 
both below market loan rates as well as loan forgiveness. 
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3.2.5 Equilibrium 

Each stage of the game involves investors and an incumbent manager. For the 

equilibrium, the manager optimizes his utility given his conjectures on how his 

actions impact investor information and prices. Investors interpret the manager's 

report using their own conjectures as to the manager's policies and set prices 

accordingly. With policy conjectures, they can construct the Kalman filter needed 

to form a dynamic estimate, rh, of the economic state of the firm, mt, at all relevant 

times. 

Definition 3 A stationary perfect Bayesian equilibrium is one in which the fol

lowing hold. First, the current manager's policies v* = (e*,6*) are optimal given 

conjectures about the investors filter gains and investors price functions. Second, 

the investors' filter gains are stationary and Bayesian given their conjectures of 

the manager policies. Third, the investors' price function is stationary and ra

tional given their policy conjectures. Finally, in equilibrium, all conjectures are 

correct. 

The reason the manager must conjecture as to the investors' filter gains is because 

these gains depend, in turn, on the investors' conjecture as to the manager's 

earnings management and insider trading policies. 

Let / = (rh, n) denote the investors information set at any given time and 

let J = (m,m,r]) denote the manager's information set. Let (3 represent the 

current manager's conjecture concerning the investors filter gain for his accounting 

report, and likewise for the insider trading gain K and analyst signal gain 7. 

P = (P_(JtTf.1/3),-£4+2/3(^+2/3)) represent the manager's conjecture concerning 

the prices obtaining just before the insider trading and just after the analyst 
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report, respectively (i.e., the insider trading and liquidation prices). Finally, let 

u represent the investors conjecture concerning the current manager's policies. 

Then, the linear equilibrium satisfies 

6* = argmaxEz(£/(ut, mt, r]t)\K, J3,7, P, Tt) 
6 

e* = argmax(l/(ut, mt+1/3, r]t)\K, f3, P, 7, J t) , 
e 

the investor price function obeys (3.7)-(3.12), and 

(3.19) P(») =P(«|fi) u = u* 

K =K J3 = p 7 = 7. 

I restrict attention to equilibria that are linear in I. To ensure the existence 

of such equilibria it is sufficient (but not necessary) to initially assume (and then 

confirm) that all conjectures are stationary and linear, i.e., of the form 

(3.20) 6 =60 + 6'mmt + fy? + 6nnt + 8'^rht + 6'%-! 

(3.21) et+i/3 =e0 + e'mmt+1/3 + efa + e^m t+1/3 

(3.22) A =P(mufjt\u,l3(u),K(u)^(u)) 

(3.23) =f+p1mt+p\ 

(3.24) A+i/3 =P?/3 + p{/3mt+i/3 + fi/3Vt, 

and likewise for the other four price functions Pf, P{j3, P^/si a n d A/a-8 The 

next sections describe computing the respective manager and investor response 

functions and ends with proof that a linear equilibrium always exists. 
8Stationarity is implicit from the fact that the policy coefficients <50, etc., and price coefficients 

Po, etc., do not depend on time. 
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3.3 Filtering 

This section describes the investors' Kalman filter. For filtering, investors are 

assumed to make the conjecture that the manager's policies for his choice vector 

(6, e) are linear in his private information state mt. As in the last section, assume 

investors start with the distribution mt ~ N(rht, Tt) that obtains immediately 

after nt has been observed by investors. The investors' estimate of m. evolves 

with new information as 

L e m m a 5 Without insider trading 

(3.25) mt =rh; + (3°t{yt - ^rh;) 

(3.26) mt~+i/3 =Pi™t 

(3.27) rht+i/3 =™>7+i/s 

(3-28) mt-+2/3 =p2mt+i/3 

(3-29) rht+2/3 =m t-+2/3 + 7?(yf+2/3 ~ Hl/K+2/z) 

(3.30) mt~+i =p3rht+i/3) 

where 

(3.31) Vt =Vn ~ 9oVt-v 

With insider trading, the filtering equations are similar in form, but with different 

filter gains. In addition, we have a estimation update for the manager's trade 

report (/reftradc below) that is obviously not present without insider trading. The 

with-insider-trading equations are 

(3.32) mt =mj + (3t(yt - ipm^) 
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(3.33) ™7+i/3 =P\rht 

(3.34) mt+i/3 =™t + ^(yt+i/3 - emrn~+1/3) 

(3.35) m-+ 2 / 3 =p2m4 + 1 / 3 

(3-36) m t + 2 / 3 =m- + 2 / 3 + 7t(#+2/3 ~ H™*+2/z) 

(3.37) mt"+1 = p 3 m m / 3 

(3.38) yt =vt ~ 9Vt-i ~ ^v^t 

(3.39) yt
e

+1/3 =et+i/3 - evr]t - e^mt~+1/3. 

The filter gains /5°, /?, 70 , 7, and X are given in the proof. Both these results 

are just the respective Kalman filter appropriate for the policy conjectures (if 

any). In addition to entailing a new report, insider trading affects the filtering by 

changing some of the parameters. As will be seen, the relevant change is captured 

by ipQ —* i> (due to the effect of insider trading on earnings management). This 

is why it is tp and not tp0 that appears in the equations given above. The changes 

go —> g and introduction of a nonzero 7r̂ , do not affect the investors' information 

directly because the terms they introduce are fully observed by investors. Of 

course, this assumes that investor conjectures concerning 7^ et. al. are correct, 

but this is so in equilibrium. 

The parameters ip, g, and TTV, Q,, are derived from the investors' earnings-

management conjecture 

(3.40) St =S0 + Smmt + Snr)t + S^mt, 

as 

(3.4i) v =(1 + r ^ 0 + rsm 
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(3.42) g =(1 + rSr,)go 

(3.43) TTV = 1 ^ 

(3.44) fi=(/ + r^)fi0(/ + r^)'-

(see the proof of 5 for the derivation). 

3.4 The Manager's Program 

In this section, I derive the manager's optimal polices as a function of his (linear) 

conjectures as to the investor price function and filter gains. As stated previously, 

the manager optimizes his utility for given conjectures on how his actions impact 

investor information and prices. The manager's program is: 

(3.45) 
U* = maxE(,R1y* + DUX) at time t 

at,St. 

(3.46) 
V* = max(e4 + 1 / 3P i + 1 /3(m t , 1 /3, r\t) + R2w2 + DU2) at time t, 

e t+ l /3 ' 

where 

(3.47) 
w2 = - et+i/3Pt+2/3(r)t, m i+2/3) 

(3.48) 

DUX = - \htvbt 

(3.49) 

DU2 = - -xe2
t+1/3. 

When insider trading is impossible, so long as the manager's price conjecture 

is linear in the state variables m^, r]^, and mt, his optimization yields 6m = 6V — 

em = e-q = 0- When insider trading is possible, the policies are not independent 

of the state variables m^~, rj^, and mt. I find 
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Proposition 5 Assume insider trading is allowed and the manager makes linear 

price and filtering conjectures. Then the manager's optimal earnings-management 

and insider-trading policies are linear in the state variables irt[, and 

(3.50) em = - -v2 = -Em 

X 
(3.51) ev =0 

(3.52) e^ =Em, 

where 

(3.53) v[ =R2p'1H{l - -y)p2Pl, v2 = R2p\E1P2px. 

with the scalar x defined in the proof. Moreover, the accounting persistence is 

unchanged (i.e., g — go), the signal matrix •0 is reduced relative to the signal 

without insider trading (i.e., 0 < tp < tp0) and the accounting noise is increased 

relative to the noise without insider trading (i.e., Q, > £IQ). 

The second-order condition for the insider trading optimization is x — K'Em > 0. 

This equation is endogenous, and will be reconsidered shortly. 

The results concerning the manager's earnings-management policy are 

straightforward. Since there are no new accounting reports between the time 

of the manager's purchase and sale, prices are efficient with respect to accounting 

between these two dates (1/3 and 2/3) and so the manager ignores accounting. 

The fact that 0 < e^ = Em = — em means that the manager trades to exploit 

investor error e^+x,3 — mt+i/z — IT\+1IZ (i.e., buys if investors undervalue the firm, 

sells otherwise). In order to facilitate this information advantage, the manager 

uses earnings management to increase investor error. He does this by decreasing 
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the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the signal (as modeled by ip) and increasing 

the noise. Finally, because policies do not depend on accounting, the persistence 

of accounting is unchanged. If the manager were required (or allowed) to hold 

shares until after the release of the next accounting report (by the next manager), 

this situation would not obtain and ev would no longer be zero and g no longer 

00-

3.5 Pricing 

In this section, I compute the investors' price function as a function of their con

jecture as to the manager's polices. I assume there are no arbitrage opportunities 

using public information. Thus, investors set the current ex-dividend price to be 

the discounted expected value of the next period's price. I derive and solve a re

cursion for the ex-dividend price, Pf, that obtains just before the new manager's 

accounting report is released. 

For simplicity, I assume that the firm has a policy of paying out a dividend, 

Dt, that is an exogenous linear function of the manager's information set: 

(3.54) A =A> + Dirht + D2Vt + D3mt + z?, 

with zf ~ N(0, erf)) and the D exogenous constants. I assume that the dividend 

is part of the accounting report, so the signal of mt that it contains (if D3 ^ 0) 

need not be considered separately. 

Recall the investors' information vector If = (mf,r)t_1)
 a n d note that (from 

the investors' perspective) If evolves as 

(3.55) If+1 —Qlf + noise, 
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where 

<*»> «=(???, :)• 
and the noise component is just the filter error innovation (a zero-mean i.i.d. 

sequence when the filter is stationary). 

Anticipating linear pricing, define the price coefficients 

Pf° =p~° + p~ln\ + p~2nt_x Just before the accounting report 

Ff =p° +p1mt+ p~2nt Just after the accounting report 

f̂+°i/3 =Pi/°3 + Pik'^h+i/s + PifsVt Ju s t before the insider-trading report 

^t+i/3 =Pi/3 + Pi/3mt+i/3 + p\/znt Jus^ after t n e insider-trading report 

•^t+2/3 =P2/°3 + ^+2/3rflt+2/3 + Jtya^t J u s t b e f o r e t h e analyst report 

pt+2/3 =P2/3 + ^2/3^*4-2/3 + vl/zHt J u s t a f t e r t h e analyst report. 

Then 

Lemma 6 For any given investor conjecture of linear manager policies, the price 

Pt is linear in the investor state estimate m and n. Moreover, the stationary price 

coefficients are unique and given by 

(3.57) p1 =(£>! + D3)(I - RP,p2Pl)-
1 + 

D2R(I - Rg)-\^ + *„)(/ - fl/Wi)"1 

(3.58) pl/3 =i23pV3 

(3.59) p\/3 =R2p
12/3p2 

(3.60) p2 =D2(I - R9y
l 

(3.61) p\jz =R2P
2
2/3 = R2R3P2. 
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The above are straightforward consequences from the rational price recursion 

Pf = ( A + D3)m; + D2r,t + RE(Pt~+1) 

which has the formal solution 

I have shown that policies are unique given price conjectures. Moreover, the 

investors' filtering is unique given policy conjectures.9 However, as will be seen 

shortly, there are two different conjectural equilibria, and both may be possible 

for some parameter values. 

3.6 The Equilibrium with Accurate Accounting 

I consider the equilibrium that obtains in the limit of perfectly accurate account

ing. To define this limit precisely, recall the matrix fi characterizes the infor

mation content of the accounting report. Then, define the matrix u and scalar 

s by Q, — sco with Det(i<j) = 1 and take the limit s —> oo to denote perfectly 

accurate accounting. I show that two distinct behaviors can result depending on 

whether the audit and insider-trading disutilities are high or low compared to the 

manager's insider-trading profit. 

Assume that the vector v' = E'mpx lies in the span of ?/>0. Then, let 

^ « o \ h WP P2/3P2/3 v'tfy-^y 
(3.62) b=- , up= ' , Q ^ l - b - — , 

P2/3P2/3 ^ 2 / 3 ^ P2/3 p'2/3V ^ 2 / 3 

with ^ the pseudo-inverse of i/>. If v' does not lie in the span of ip0, set b — 00. 
9 From the contraction mapping theorem, the Kalman filter always converges to a unique 

stable value because the matrices pc are constant and stable. 
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The parameter b is similar to b2 defined in Chapter 2 (recall b2 — xv there). 

In Chapter 2, it was shown that 6 = 1 was a critical value with different behaviors 

for b greater or less than this value. Here, we will find similar behavior for Q 

greater than or less than one. In fact, it is an immediate analogue of the results 

of Chapter 2 that 

Proposit ion 6 

(3.63) \imip = ip0 ifQ<0 
s—+oo 

(3.64) lim v'S0^' = 0 ifQ>0. 
S—HX> 

The intuition behind the theorem is exactly as in Chapter 2. If the relative 

regulatory-stringency parameter Q < 0 (tough regime), then as accounting preci

sion s —> oo the manager's earnings management vanishes. In contrast, if Q > 0, 

then as s —> oo the manager's earnings management causes the report to be com

pletely uninformative concerning the vector v'So. However, in contrast to the 

case of Chapter 2, now the critical value Q = 0 involves endogenous quantities 

(in Chapter 2, the analogue 1 = xu involved only the exogenous audit and insider 

trading stringency parameters v and x). 

To see why the vector v is important, note that v'mt = E'mpxmt = 

Ei(E'mmt+i/3\mt) is the manager's private information that leads to his insider-

trading profits. Note also that if v'Soijj' — 0, then investors gain no new informa

tion concerning the future value of v'mt from the manager's report. To see this, 

recall that investors' uncertainty in v'm,t prior to the report is v1 SQV and after the 

report it is v'T0v. But v'T0v = v'(S0 - S0ip'(ft + ^Soip'y^So^; = v'S0v since 

v'S0ip' = 0. 

In the following, I specialize to the case in which the analyst report yf+2/3 
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includes a valuation signal that is uncorrelated with any other information in the 

report. Precisely, I assume that the quantity 

(3.65) p'2/37# =p'2/3SV3H'(np + HS2/3HT1HS2/S 

reduces to the simpler form 

(3-66) P2/3lH - » — ' / g P2/3So-
U)p + P2/3S2/3 

I also assume that the dividend coefficient, d = D\ + D3, is proportional to the 

price coefficient, pj. Note that d represents the change of the investor estimate of 

the next periods dividends as their state estimate rh changes. Since 

(3.67) pZ=d\I-J?p)-\ 

with r = R^Ft^Rl, p = p3p2Pi, the requirement pi = Ad implies that d is an eigen

vector of p. The above assumptions will greatly simplify the following analysis, 

but do entail loss of generality. The usefulness of the approximation is that it 

implies 

(3.68) R^^ti-d' 

(3.69) =nj/0, 

where V. = (1 - 1/A)2. Note that p stable implies that 72. < r.10 Finally, in 

the following, since the accounting-dependent price coefficients pi, etc., play no 

further role in my analysis, I drop the superscript 1 in the price coefficients, e.g., 

10 A is less than or equal to the largest eigenvalue of (/ — \/rp) 1 which is less than 1/(1 — y/r) 
since p is stable. Thus, TZ < (1 - 1/(1 - V^))2 = r-
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3.7 Behavior of the Equilibrium with Accurate 
Accounting 

In this section, I consider how the equilibrium properties vary with the analyst and 

insider-trading variances (Qp and k2, respectively) in the limit in which fi —> 0. 

In this limit, we know that the accounting report is either fully revealing or fully 

concealing, and so I refer to the equilibria as revealing and concealing, respectively. 

I first obtain the properties of the equilibrium conditional on assuming either 

Q < 0 (revealing) or Q > 0 (concealing). Since Q is endogenous, I next determine 

when the two possibilities obtain, i.e., when the equilibrium e* computed assuming 

Q > 0 actually satisfies Q > 0, and likewise for Q < 0. 

I will use e (defined below) as the informational-performance measure re

garding the efficiency of insider-trading vs. no insider trading. The quantity e 

is proportional to the variance of the investors' estimate of the firm's value im

mediately after the insider-trading report. Since it is after release of the insider-

trading report that the informational effect of insider trading is most beneficial to 

investors, this measure is biased in favor of insider trading. 

Define the endogenous variables 

(3.70) 

e =R1p1/3T1/zPl/3, e = p1 / 35i / 3pi/3, z = reR<2X^e\ 

where 

(3.71) 
. m2 + e 

x(e) =-o + m2 + e 
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with o defined shortly (note that p2/3 is a function of exogenous variables, in 

equilibrium). Define also the exogenous variables 

(3.72) 
ox =p ' 1 / 3 Eipi /3 , <r2 = P2/3S2P2/3, ff3 = P0S3P0, q = xk 

(3.73) 
mi =RJ(Ti, m2 = RJRl(T2, m3 = R\RIR\CT3, O = R\RlQ,p. 

Finally, the condition can be written Q(e) > 0, where 

(3.74) 
Q(e) = 1 - by/ez/iqRixie)). 

The variable o will play an important role in the following analysis. It is just the 

noise-covariance of the analyst report with a factor R\R\ included to simplify the 

subsequent expressions. 

3.7.1 Equilibrium Assuming Q{e*) > 0 or Q(e*) < 0 

In this subsection, I assume either Q(e*) > 0 or Q(e*) < 0, with e* the equilibrium 

e. I begin by computing equilibria assuming the sign of Q(e). I denote the 

equilibrium value of e when assuming Q(e) > 0 as e* and e* when assuming 

Q(e) < 0. If indeed Q(e*) > 0, then e* = e* is a valid equilibrium, and likewise 

for e* if Q(e*) < 0. However, this self-consistency is not considered until the next 

subsection. 

Lemma 7 With the above definitions, the equilibrium when Q(e) > 0 is deter

mined by the intersection of the two curves ^i(e) and z2(e). The equilibrium when 

Q(e) < 0 is determined by the intersection of the two curves z\{e) and 22(e). The 

curves Z\{e), 22(e), and z2(e) are given by 

(3.75) 21(e) = C ( e ) l + 
1 - R2x{e) 

y\ R2x{e)C{ef 
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(3.76) z2(e) 
a + Hx(e)o w . / rnT 

z{e) = ^ a + lZx(e)o — r e ' ~K~' y m i 

(377) C ( e > = S M ^ ' «-«.(™.+™o 
(3.78) 

For future reference, I define Q\(e) = 1 — by/ezi(e)/(qRix(e)), Q2(e) = 1 — 

b^/ez2(e)/(qR1x(e)), and (52(e) = 1 - fev/el2(e)/(q'-Ria;(e)). 

The expression for 21(e) is obtained from the consistency condition for x-

The expression for z2(e) (z2) comes from the recursion for the stationary error 

covariance Ti/3 under the assumption Q(e) > 0 (Q(e) < 0), i.e., that the equilib

rium is concealing (revealing). The recursion for Ti/3 is greatly simplified when 

only the scalar e = Rlp^^Ttpi^ is needed rather than the full matrix covariance 

Tl/3-

Now z\ (e) is monotonically decreasing over its range. Reality of z\ (e) requires 

e < e0 where e0 satisfies 1 = R2x(e0)(l + C(e0)2)) and the minimum value of 21(e) 

at this eo is given by z\ (e0) = J(l — x(e0))/x(e0). Finally, 21(e) is infinite at 

e = 0 (all these additional facts are proved in the proof of the above lemma). 

In contrast, both z2(e) and z2 are monotonically increasing over their range and 

become infinite at finite e.11 

The form of z2(e) (valid for Q(e) < 0) is immediate from the fact that 

without insider trading or with insider trading but Q(e) < 0 there is no earnings 

management when s —> 00. Since po is contained in the span of ip0, the report 

fully reveals p'0mo, i.e., Po5bpo = ^- Thus, the recursion for e is simpler and the 

form of z2 vs. z2 reflects this. 
11 This divergence of 22(e) and 22(e) signifies that the analyst report has no information, which 

must be the case when e rises to the level of uncertainty existing after the insider-trading report. 
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Decreasing 21(e) and increasing z2(e) (or 22(e)) implies that the equilibrium 

e* at which zi(e*) = z2(e*) (or z\(e*) = £2(e*)) is unique if it exists. However, 

since 21(e) > zi(eo) = J(l — R2x(e0)) / (R2x(e0)), there will be no equilibrium if 

£2(60) < zi(eo)- More precisely: 

Lemma 8 Assume Q(e) > 0. Define e0 and qo by 

(3.79) 22(e0) =< 
1 - R2x(e0) 

\| R2x{e0) 

(3.80) q0 =-B-jR^eox{e0)(l - R2x(e0)). 

Then, there is no equilibrium if q < qo 

An identical lemma holds assuming Q(e) < 0 for analogues e0 and qo. I henceforth 

assume that q > max(go, qo) = <?o-12 

Recall that q = k\ with k the noise in the manager's insider-trading report. 

Recall also that the manager benefits by having information revealed after his 

trade. Thus, the more accurate the insider-trading signal is for investors, the 

greater the manager's incentive to trade. In turn, the greater the manager trade 

volume, the more accurate the signal to investors. This positive feedback induces 

instability once q falls below (ft)- Of course, the failure of equilibrium existence 

may also be a sign that the original quadratic cost assumption is not an acceptable 

approximation rather than an event of economic significance. Finally, note that if 

q > qo, then x > 0 and the second-order condition for the manager's optimization 

is satisfied. 

The next lemma provides some qualitative information regarding the equi

librium that will help lead to my main results. 

12 The later equality comes from the fact that e* < e„, proved in the next lemma. 
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Lemma 9 So long as the sign of Q(e) does not change, then 

<-) fe* w>°< £>* t>» 
Moreover, we have, assuming Q(e) > 0 

a (3.82) qRx <lim<5(e) <qB,1/R2, lim e = 
o—*U tip—>oo f* — f\, 

(3.83) 1 - b/R2 < lim Q(e) < 1 - 6, lim Q(e) < 0 
np—»o np—>oo 

(3.84) dQl{e)/de>Q) Urn Qx(e) > 0. 

The first two results simply state that, conditional on the equilibrium being the 

same, more noise in either the analyst or insider-trading reports (i.e., higher £lp 

or q) leads to more noise in the investors' estimate of mt+i/3 after the insider-

trade report i.e., higher e. Thus, all non-intuitive effects of insider trading must 

come through changing the equilibrium (which is either revealing, Q(e) < 0 or 

non-revealing, Q(e) > 0). Regarding the limits, note that the limit Qp —> 0 is just 

a situation in which the analyst report gives the firm's value without error. The 

result for Q(e) with Q,p —>• 0 (as R2 —> 1) reproduces that found in Chapter 2. 

At first glance, the limits lime-+oo Qi{e) > 0 and limnp^oo Q(e) < 0 may appear 

incompatible given that e increases in o. However, the curve Qi(e) shifts to the 

right as o increases, and is eventually always less than zero for e < a/(r — 7Z), 

which is the largest e can get. 

3.7.2 Which Equilibrium? 

The analysis in the above two subsections assumed Q(e) > 0 or Q(e) < 0. How

ever, given either assumption, does the computed equilibrium Q(e„), respectively, 

<3(e*), actually satisfy the assumed inequality? 
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First consider the equilibrium e* that would obtain if Q(e*) > 0. Let qi(e) 

denote that q at which Q\(e) = 0 and likewise for q2(e) = y/ez2(e)/(Rix(e)). Note 

that qi is implicitly a function of o, mi, etc., which are assumed held fixed in the 

following discussion. The key observation is the following: 

Observation 1 If q > qi(e) then Q\(e) < 0 and vice versa. If q > q2(e) then 

(52(e) > 0 and vice versa. 

Note also that Z\(e) > 22(e) if e < e* implies both <5i(e) < Q2(e) and qi(e) < q2(e) 

when e < e*. This implies <5i(e) and (52(e) have the same sign if and only 

if q lies between the two curves q\{e) and q2(e). Since Qi(e) — Q2(e) for any 

equilibrium e*, all possible non-revealing equilibria lie for g between these two 

curves. Moreover, since non-revealing equilibria require Q(e) > 0, it follows that 

such equilibria can exist only for e* larger than the point of intersection of q\(e) 

and q2(e). 

Thus, define eq(Tt) by gi(e9(7r),7r) = q2(eq(TT),IT), where I am now explic

itly including all other exogenous parameters, ix = (6, o, mi ,m 2 , ..R\,..) than 

q. Since this implies zi(e9(7r),7r) = Z2(eg(7r),7r), eg is an equilibrium for which 

Q(e?(7r),7r) = 0: 

Lemma 10 There exists a unique critical equilibrium eg(7r) at which 

Q(eq(n),7r) = 0 defined by q1(eq(ir)1ir) = q2(eq(ir), ir). 

This follows immediately from the facts that <5i(e) < <52(e) if e < e* and Qi(e) > 

Q2(e) if e > e*. Together, these facts imply that there is a unique e at which 

the curves <5i and Q2 cross, i.e., <5i(e) = <52(e)- That we choose q so that 

<5i(e) = <52(e) = 0 is just a special case. 
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Exactly the same analysis applies to the equilibrium candidate e* assuming 

Q(e) < 0, but now the equilibrium is valid for q < gi(e9(7r),7r). Since e* < e,, 

it follows that qi(eq{ir),IT) < qi(eq(ir),ir). We now have enough information to 

characterize the equilibrium properties. 

Proposition 7 If q > qi(eq(-7r), IT) then there is a revealing equilibrium and it is 

unique. If q2(eq(ir),n) < q < qi(eq(7r), IT) then there is a concealing equilibrium 

and it is unique. If qi(eq(ir), TT) < q < qi(eq(iT), TT) then there is both a revealing 

and a concealing equilibrium. 

3.7.3 The Role of the Analyst Repor t 

The last subsection focused on the noisiness of the insider-trading report, q, as the 

driver of the equilibrium properties. I now consider the influence of the precision 

of the analyst report, Clp, on the equilibrium. I first consider the effect on the 

possibility of revealing equilibria, and then the effect on the possibility of non-

revealing equilibria. 

Since a revealing equilibria always improves investor informativeness com

pared to the situation with no insider trading, the main issue with revealing equi

libria is whether they are possible. Since this is determined by the requirement 

q < qi{eq), I now consider the behavior of the threshold q\{e*) (recalling that eq 

is also an equilibrium). We have 

(3.85) qi(e*) =, 

Then 

e(l ~ #2(e)) 
\ x(b - R2x

2) ' 

(3.86) 
dln(q) de tux + y{\ — x)(ux(l — u) — t) 

de do x2t2 
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(3.87) t =b - R2x
2, u = 1 - R2x, y = , 

e + m2 + o 

and, for small o 

(3.88) 
dln(g) 

lim — - — =oo, 
x->VbR2 de 

while 

(3.89) 
2d\n{q) y de 

lim X ; = — - — 
o-*00 de o do 

<0, 

where I have used de/do > 0. Thus, <?i(e*) has an interior maximum with respect 

to o. In other words, the threshold regulatory stringency below which a revealing 

equilibrium cannot exist is maximal for intermediate values of the analyst report 

noise, o. At larger analyst noise, while the sensitivity of the price to the manager's 

earnings management is small, the manager's information advantage is large and 

the latter effect dominates. At low o, the manager's information advantage is 

small, but the price response to earnings management is large and the latter 

effect dominates. 

3.8 Conclusions 

I have studied how investor informedness depends on regulatory stringency, the 

noise in insider-trading reports and the noise in independent-analyst reports in 

the limit of perfect accounting. I find that revealing equilibria can exist only if the 

insider-trading report noise is below a threshold, and this threshold has an interior 

maximum with respect to analyst noise. These results suggest that accounting 
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precision and analyst precision may be poor proxies for investor informedness, 

price efficiency, etc. when insider trading is significant. 

A corollary to my results is that, for earnings management to be effective in 

the manner described above, the manager's accounting report must be a sufficient 

statistic for predicting the analysts report. In particular, if analysts are valuing 

firms using non-GAAP accounting information, then managers wishing to use 

earnings management to increase their profit from insider trading need to include 

non-GAAP accounting information into their reports. 

Another aspect of the rational expectations equilibrium is that, because the 

market is efficient with respect to public accounting and analyst reports, the 

manager's earnings management is independent of accounting. Consequently, the 

persistence of accounting is unchanged by insider trading.13 

3.9 Glossary 

• mt, mt+i/3, mt+2/3: the true economic assets of the firm at times t, t + 1/3, 

t + 2/3. 

• r\t: the accounting economic assets of the firm. 

• ml, rhl+i/z, mt+2/3- ^ n e investor's estimate of the true economic assets of 

the firm just before the accounting, insider trading, and analyst reports, 

respectively. 

• rhj, fTT-t+l/ai ^t+'Z/'A1 ^ n e i n v e s t o r ' s e s t i m a t e of t h e t r u e e c o n o m i c a s se t s 

13 By persistence of accounting, I mean the correlation between past and future accounting 
assets conditional on economic assets. At one extreme, if fair-value accounting is used, then the 
persistence of accounting assets is zero because current accounting values depend only on current 
economic values, not on past accounting values. In any event, this persistence is unchanged by 
earnings management. 
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of the firm just after the accounting, insider trading, and analyst reports, 

respectively. 

Zt, Zt+i/s, zt+2/3'- a shock to economic assets at times t, t + 1/3, t + 2/3. 

nt: a shock to accounting assets. 

6t: the manager's choice of earnings management. 

F: matrix describing the effect of earnings management on the accounting 

report. 

et+1/3: the manager's choice of insider trading volume. 

p{, i = 1,2,3: the persistence of the economic assets. 

<7o-' the persistence of the accounting assets. 

•00: the information matrix for the accounting report. 

ip: the information matrix for the accounting report modified by insider 

trading. 

H: the information matrix for the analyst report. 

j3Q: The Kalman Gain for the accounting report with no insider trading. 

j3: The Kalman Gain for the accounting report with insider trading. 

7: The Kalman Gain for the analyst report. 

K: The Kalman Gain for the insider trading report. 
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• 7r̂ : change in accounting assets due to earnings management that depends 

on the investor estimate mj~. 

• Q,o- the pre-earnings management accounting noise matrix. 

• Q: the post-earnings management accounting noise matrix. 

• Pf, P t+]/3 , -Pt+2/3: the ecluity price before the accounting, insider trading, 

and analyst reports, respectively. 

•^t+i/3' -^+2/3: the equity price after the accounting, insider trading, 

and analyst reports, respectively. 

• St, St+1/3, St+2/3' the investor error covariance before the accounting, insider 

trading, and analyst reports, respectively. 

• Tt, Tt+i/3, T t + 2 /3 : the investor error covariance after the accounting, insider 

trading, and analyst reports, respectively. 

• p": price coefficients, e.g., Pf — p~° +p~1m^~ + p~2r]t. 

• 6m: the manager's earnings management policy coefficients, e.g., 6t = SQ + 

• R\, B.2, R3: discount rates. 

• k: standard deviation of the noise in the manager's insider trading report. 

• x: scales the manager's personal disutility incurred by insider trading. 

• v. scales the manager's personal disutility incurred by earnings management. 
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• e = fl?pl/3Tl/3Pl/3, e = p'1/3S1/3Pl/3, Z = ^ g ! ( e ) , (Ti = 

P i /3 S lP l /3 , cr2 = P2/3S2P2/3, ^3 = P0S3P0, 9 = X&, m l = 

i?iO-i, m2 = RJRla2, m3 = /^itf-fta0^) o = i?fjR|o;p, z(e) = (ra2 + 

e)/(m2 + e + o): scaled parameters. 



Appendix A 

Proofs 

A.l Proof of Lemma 5 

I use the matrix Tt, etc., to denote the investors' error covariance of the entire 

stacked history, rnt, and Tts to denote the error covariance of a single pair mt, ms. 

First, let there be no insider trading. Using a conjecture about the manager's 

policies, investors posit the evolution equations for m< and r\t are 

TTk+i/3 -Pimt + z] 

"I4+2/3 =p2fnt+i/3 + z\ 

mt+i =p3mt+2/3 + z\ 

rlt+2/3 —Vt+l/3 = Vt 

Vt+i ^V'o^t+i + 9oVt + nt 

Observing r/t+1 implies the observation equation yt+i — rjt+1 — gr\t has the form 

Vt =V'o'mt+i + nt 

Start with the distribution mt ~ N(iht,Tott) that obtains immediately after 

r\t has been observed by investors. Then investors have subsequent estimates 

91 
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"^t+2/3 ~ N(m^~+2/3, Soj+2/3) immediately before release of the analyst report and 

mt+2/3 ~ N(rht+2/3, Toit+2/a) immediately after. Continuing, investors estimate 

mt+i ~ N(rh^+i, SQ^+I) immediately before release of the accounting report and 

m t + 1 ~ N(mt+i,T0tt+i) immediately after. Standard Kalman filtering gives the 

results that 

™t~+2/3 =PlP\™t 

So,t+2/3 = S 2 + ^ 2 ( S 1 + PlTtPl)P2 

J(«J> mt+2/3 =™t+2/3 + It 04+2/3 

To,t+i =(<S' 0 1 + 1 + Lp) 

- H™>t+2/s) 

where 

mt+l =p3™t+2/3 

-$0,4+1 = S 3 + p3Tt+2/3P3 

mt+1 =rfh+i + PtiVt ~ ^ V + i ) 

To,t+i =(So,t+i + £o)~ 

L0 =^ '0f i_Vo )
 LP = $ i * W o 

Finally, at time t + 1/3, m m / 3 ~ N(mt+1/s,Tt+1/3) with 

^0,4+1/3 = £ l + P\TQ,tPl 

W i t h insider t rading investors posit t ha t the evolution equations for mt and 

i)t are 

^4+1/3 =Pl™4 + l/3i7} t + 7T^mt + Z^ 
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mt+2/3 =p2mt+l/3 + Z2
t 

mt+i =p3mt+2/3 + z\ 

Vt+2/3 =7?t+l/3 = Vt 

Vt+i =^ r a t+ i + 9Vt + nr,rh- + nt 

Observing rjt implies the observation equation y t + 1 = rjt+1 — grjt — n^m^ has the 

form 

yt =iprnt+1 + nt 

With insider trading equilibrium also requires that the investors conjecture 

the manager insider-trading policy is et+1/3 = e0 + e'mm t+1/3 + e^m~+1/3 + e'vr)t + 

Zf+l,3. Let Vt+i/3 — et+i/3 — e'riVt ~ em'fht+i/3- Once again, start with the distri

bution mt ~ N(rht,Tt) that obtains immediately after r\t has been observed by 

investors. Standard Kalman filtering gives the results that 

™t+l/3 =Pl™t + l/3!7?* + *]jht 

St+1/3 = 2 i + p\Ttp\ 

rht+1/3 =mt + K(vt+i/3 ~ em.rh~t + 1/3) 

Tt+1/3 =(St+1/3 + Le)~ 

™t+2/3 =P2™t+l/3 

So,t+2/3 =^2 + P2^t+l/3P2 

mt+2/3 ="£,-2/3 + 7°(j£+2/3 - H™t+2/3) 

7o,t+i =(<SCM+I + Lp)~~ 

™*+l =P3^t+2/3 

St+i = S 3 + p3Tt+i/3p3 
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rht+i =rht+1 + Pt(yt - V™t+i) 

Tt+i = ( $ £ + L)-1 

where 

L =4>'Q~1I(J, Le = k~2eme'm 

Now, consider the case in which insider trading is possible. Let 77° denote the 

value of 77 before it has been managed, i.e., 77° = r/t — r# t . 

When insider trading is possible the manager's program can be written: 

U* = max E(wi + i?i 1/* + DC/i |Xt) at time t 

V* = max E(et+i/3Pt+i/3(m~ 1/3, r/t) + R2w2 + DU2\lt+i/z) at time t 
et+l/3 ' 

where It is the manager's information set at time t, similarly for Jt+1/3, and 

w\ =eDt 

w2 =62 + (/)2r)t+1 + (e - em/3)Pt+2/3(?7t,rat+2/3) 

TO = - \stu6t 

1 2 

TO = - -g&t+i/z 

% = ^ t - i + ^mt + T(<5 + nt) 

mt =m- + /3(jjt - gr\t_x - (T/> + n^rht) 

rht+i/s =rht+i/3 + K{vt+i/3 - (e* + em)rh;+1/3) 

™i+i =Pz{{I ~ lH)p2rtit+i/3 + p37(ffmt+2/3 + 2?+2/3) 

™t+2/3 =P2™*+l/3 
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mt+2/3 ="*r+2/3 + 7?(yT+2/3 - Hrht+2/3) 

mt+i/3 =Pi"h + A 

mt+2/3 =P2mt+l/3 + Zt 

where g, etc., denote investor conjectures, policy. 

With some algebra, 

V* = V0 + max e t + 1 / 3((P/ + v[Ke'v)rjt + (p{/3 - v[(I - K£)rh;+1/3 -
et+l/3 ' ' ' 

^^4+1 /3 + ^Ket+i/3 - -et+l/3) 

where Vo is an irrelevant constant independent of all decision or state variables, 

and 

Pt =p\/3 ~ -R2P2/3 

=0 

v[ =R2p'J/3(I - 7 # > 2 

v'2 =R2p'^Hp2 

Performing the optimization over et+i/3 leads to 

_1_ 

2X 
V* =V0 + ^(e'^rit + 4 m i + 1 / 3 - E'mmt+1/3y 

e* = - ( e ^ t + e'^rht - Emmt+1/3) 

x=x- v'iK 

with the indentifications 

em = -Em =-v2, en = -v[Ke' 
X X v 
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I 

A. 

Requiring the equilibrium conditions en = en and e ,̂ = e^, I find 

ev =0 

Now, since K — Si/^Em/{k2 + E'mSi/3Em), the equation for Em is implicit, 

because it depends on x — X ~ v[K. We have 

((A:2 + E'mS1/3Em)X - v'xSwEm)E?m =(k2 + EfmS1/zEmy2 

and so 

(A.1) Em =V4 
X 

where x satisfies 

0 =(X2^2 + ^ l / S ^ X X - X) ~ XwiSl/3«2 

Next, using 

E(mt+1/3|Xt) =p1mt 

the first period optimization over 6 can be written 

U* = m a x ( | (v'4r(St + nt) + v'0(rh^ - mt) - v^grj^))2 - - (6'tv6tfj 

where 

(A.2) v'0=E'mPl(I-/3^) 
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< =E'mp1P 

Performing the first period optimization over 6 

6* =ci/~1T/vi(v
,
4Tnt + v'Qrh^ - v'Qmt - v^gr)^) 

1 

from which I identify (using the matrix z = cTu^T') 

r<Sm = - zvAv'0, T6n = zv4v'4 

The second-order condition for the optimization is just c > 0. Finally, note that 

z is exogenous save for it's dependence on c. 

A.2 Proof of Lemma 6 

From no arbitrage, the price evolves according to (3.7)-(3.12). Because of linear 

evolution of at and linear dependence of Dt on It, it follows that Pt is linear in It: 

Pf° = p^° + p^mT + Pt~2Vt-i e t c- I consider the case with insider trading only 

as that without insider trading is not needed and, in any event, easily obtained 

as a special case. 

To see how to form expectations, note that (from the innovations property 

of the prediction error), when there is insider trading, E ^ — ^0rh^\rhl, r]t_l) = 0 

and so 
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When the insider-trading report comes out, there is no update to rjt. Next, for all 

reports, there is no expected change in the state estimate: 

E(rht\frk,Vt-i) =™7 

E ( m 4 + 1 / 3 | m i + 1 / 3 , 7 7 t ) = ^ " + 1 / 3 

Finally, 

^7+i/3 =Pi™<, rh~+l = p2mt+1/3 

Define Pf = (Pf1, Pf2), etc. Substituting for the price the linear conjecture, 

using the above expectations, and matching coefficients of powers of at = (mt,r}t), 

the stationary price coefficients obeys the following, obeys 

P,-=P,(' °) + d 

Pt =Rip
t+i/3 ( 0 / 

p - -p t1 ° 
rt+\/Z —-^+1/3 I Q J 

0 _ R 3- (P2 0N 

rt+l/3 - n 2 - r i + 2 / 3 I Q j 

P- -P i1 0 

^t+2/3 - M + 2 / 3 I Q l 

B _ D 0- (PS 0 

^t+2/3 -n3-rt+l I Q j 

where 

Finally, note that with insider trading, the above can be combined into a 
—* 

recursion for Pf: 

Pt-=d + Rpt-+1g 
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g = (pZp2Pl 0 \ 

yP + ^v 9) 

with formal (stationary) solution 

p- =d(I - RQ)-1 

which leads to 

(A.3) 

p1 ={DX + D3)(I - RPiP2Pl)-
1 + D2R(I - Rg)-1^ + *n)(I ~ RtetoPi)'1 

(A.4) 
P2/3 =R$P1P3 

(A.5) 
P\/3 =R2Pl/3P2 

(A.6) 

p2 =D2(I - Rg)-1 

(A.7) 
Pl/3 =R2Pl/3 = #2#3P2 

This formal solution is valid provided RQ is a stable matrix, in which case RQ is 

a contraction and so the solution is unique. 

A.3 Proof of Proposition 6 

Now, the dynamics for mt and r/t can be written in two forms. The first uses de

pendence on the manager's action 6t, the second assumes a policy for this actions. 

Thus, 

Vt+i =9om + nt 

Vt =9Vt-i + i>mt + r(<St + nt) 

=9*11-1 + V"™t + ^n^h + GTnt 
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from which I identify 

Finally, for g, I find 

which implies 

v> : 

9 

G 

fl 

7tv 

=^0 + r^m 

= ^ 0 ~ ZV4V0 

=go + r<s~ 

=g0 - zv^v'4g 

=1 + T6n 

=1 + zvAv'A 

=(I + TSn)n0(I + T6n)' 

=(I + zv4v'AT)no(I + Fviv'J 

=F6m 

-ZVQVQ 

g =(I + zvAv'A)g0 - zvtv'tf 

9=9o 

This proves the results g — go-

For the results about ip, first note that ip + n^ = tp0. It follows that the 

price coefficients pi, which depends on endogenous quantities only through the 

sum ip + irv, does not depend on f3 or I/J. It follows that the vector v defined by 

v' =Empl 
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depends on endogenous variables only through 7. Now, look at v'4 — v'j3 and 

x/Q — v' — v'Aift. Using I(J = -0Q — ZV^V'Q we have 

v'0 =v' - v[tf;0 + CIWQ, CI = v'4zv4 

and so 

1 - C i 

To study U4, begin with 

from which we obtain the consistency equation for v\ 

v'4n =(«' - <v)<V 

Now consider the limit fio —* 0. Since Q — (1 + zv4v'4)fl0(I + ^ i ^ z ) and 

2^4v'4 is bounded (by the second-order condition), Oo —*• 0 implies tt —> 0. Thus, 

in this limit we must either have 

v'0=0 

or 

0 =«W 



I now investigate these two possibilities. To this end, recall that 

z =— 
X-Co 

where 

n = r v _ 1 r ' , co = V4HV4 

and note that this implies 

co 

X-Co 

A.3.1 Case 1: v'0 = 0 

Let 

w'o =v> - V'A^O 

Then, the equation for VQ is 

Vo =W0 + V4ZV4VQ 

Then, using v'4zv4 — c0/(x — c0), we find 

X - c 0 
v0 =c2w0, c2 X - 2 c 0 

and so the condition w = 0 becomes w'Q = 0. Thus, we must have 

v' =v'4ij)0 

But the second-order condition requires 

X >v'Afj,v4 
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with f/'o the pseudo inverse of tJjQ. Thus, this solution is possible only if // is small 

enough, i.e., the audit disutility matrix u is large enough. 

A . 3 . 2 C a s e 2 : V'QSQ^' = 0 

As the proof of the first case showed, if vo ^ 0, v^Soip1 = 0 implies w'0Soil>' = 0. 

Thus, Now, with v0 — C2(v — r/'d^), 

0 =w'So^' 

=(v' - V'MSQWQ - c2{v - u4^oK*) 

from which I find 

v'i =v'S0ip'0(ciH + ^o-Wo) - 1 

where the scalar C\ is given by 

ci = - (t/ - v'^^S^v - ip'0v4) 
X ~ co 

ci = - — T - ( V ' - V'4I/J0)S0(V - -00^4) 

Define 

5 =50-1/Vo^'t^1/2, y' = ^ / 2 

Prom the solution for w4, we obtain the consistency equations for c0 and C\: 

Co =VAjJLVA 

=y'(clJB + /)-1B(c1S + /)-1y 
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and, for c\ 

(X - 2c0)Cl =y'(I - [cxB + I)-1)^ - (ClB + 7)"1)?/ 

or 

(A.8) x - 2co =Ciy'B(ClB + iy2By 

Combining the two, we find 

X=y,B(c1B + 2I)(c1B + I)-2y 

=y'B{{c1B + iy2 + {c1B + I)-l)y 

The right hand side of this equation is monotonically decreasing in c\ with max

imal value y'By = V'^Q/J-IJ) ^V. Thus, a solution is possible only if x < ^Vo/-4'*/' v-

Note also that the prior case (v'Q = 0) was found to be possible only if the inequal

ity were reversed. Thus, only one solution is possible for any set of parameters. 

To show that a solution for case two is possible when x < v'voftip ^vi n0*e that if 

so, then the last equation has a unique solution for c\. Using (A.8), we find which 

gives 2c0 = x — y' B2{c\B + I)~l (ciB -{- I)~xy < x and > 0, and so a valid solution. 

A.4 Proof of Lemma 7 

The equilibrium is defined by the recursions for the covariances T and S together 

with expressions for Em and 7. As will be seen, because I am considering the 

case s —*• 00, the accounting report gain (3 does not play a role. As will be seen, 

for the special case of inner products with the price vectors p0, etc., the filtering 

recursions simplify greatly. 
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I first work out the recursions for T and S for the assumption Q(e) > 0, and 

then Q(e) < 0. I next determine the consistency condition for x-

Define 

_P2/3S2/3P2/3 

lip 

e =RlPl/3Ti/3Pi/3, e = p 1 / 3 5 i / 3 p i / 3 , 2 = , - f i 

<7i = K / 3 S l P l / 3 , CT2 = P2/3S2P2/3, <?3 = P0S3PO 

g =*fc, r = {R1R2R3)
2 

mi =R\o\, ra2 = R\R\(T2, m3 = R\R\R\o3, O = i ^ / r ^ j , 

Xfci?i m2 + e 
x(e) -^/eR2x(e)' o + m2 + e 

Note that since py3 = R2P2/3P2 a n d #2/3 = £2 + P2̂ i/3/°2> w e n a v e 

x(e)=((72 + e/(i??^))/fip 

=(m2 + e)/o 

Assume Q(e) > 0, so that p'0Topo = p'0SoPo- Begin with two of the filtering 

recursions for S and T 

S0 =£3 + p3T2/3p3 

#1/3 = £ q + PITQP'I 

which implies 

e=(Tl+p'1/3plT0p'1p1/3 

=*1+'Rp'0T0p0/R
2
1, 
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where K — (1 — 1/A)2, and I have used p'0 = 6d' = d! + PmPi, from which 

P1/3P1 = (1 — 1/A)P'O- Since, assuming Q(e) > 0, earnings management implies 

Pô oPo = PQSOPO, we have 

e =o-i + TZp'0S0p0/Rl 

=<n + 7V0(£3 + p3T2/3p'3)p0/R
2 

=ax + 7^3/i2? + np'2/3T2/3p2/3/(RJR2
3) 

=(T! + na3jR\ + n-->2 i <r}X\efilp 

R\Rl 

=—jj2 ( r m i + 7 ^ 3 + 72-ox(e)). 

Now, assume Q(e) < 0, so that PQSQPQ — 0 and e = P1/3S1/3P1/3 = o"i, and 

no further work is needed. 

Next, we use 

O _ o 2 / / « Si/3EmE'mSi/3 \ 

Now 

A. 

Thus, 

«2 =R2P2/3fHp2 

_ R22P2/3S2/3P2/3P2/3P2 

^P + P2/3S2/3P2/3 

=x(e)R2p'1/3 

~ RlRlxiefe2 

X2A;2 + Rjx{e)2e 

Solving for e, we find, using the definition of 2; 

efl2 ez2 

z2-l 



(A.9) 

Note that non-negativity of e and e requires z > 1. Now, above I found two other 

expressions for e, depending on whether I assumed Q(e) > 0 or Q(e) < 0. For 

Q(e) > 0, 

e =-~n2 (r<Tl + a 3 + o a ; ( e ) ) 

Eliminating e and solving for z gives 22(e) 

(A.10) z2(e) =1 + re 
rm\ + 7?.m3 + 7Zox(e) — re 

Assuming Q(e) < 0, using e = ei?f(1 — 1/z2), and e = o\, I find 

(A.ll) | | ( e ) = ! + _ ! _ 
mi — e 

Finally, we have the equation for x, which will give us 21(e). 

X=X~ K'vx 

E'mS1/3(l - x{e)R2)Pl/3 
X

 X
2k2 + R2

2x{e)2e 
x(e)eR2/R

2, . 
=X p 1 1 " 1 ^ ) 

Using q = kx and the definition of z, one finds 

+ , s p r (\/e - Riqz) 0 =z2 - 1 

The solution of this equation is just z\{e). 
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A.5 Proof of Lemma 8 

If q < g* then 21(e) becomes imaginary for some e0 < e*. Since z\ is decreasing in 

e and z<i increasing, we have the chain of inequalities Zi(eo) > zi(e*) = Z2(e*) > 

Z2(eo) where the middle equality is just the definition of e*. But 21 (e0) > z2(e0) 

implies there is no intersection for e < eo and hence no equilibrium. 

A.6 Proof of Lemma 9 

The proof uses the envelope theorem. Let 

Riq 
eqni —R2x(e)(z — 1) + 1 — 

V~e 
2 rrrii +rri3 + ox 

eqn2 = - z + rrrii + m3 + ox(e) — re 

I will also use eqn\ — 0 to replace z2 — 1 with an expression linear in z, as needed. 

Then, since in equilibrium eqn,\ — 0 = egn2, we have 

deqni deqni de deqni dz 

do de do dz do 
deqn2 deqn2 de deqn2 dz 

do de do dz do 

Using 

where 

1 

p(e) =-
o + m2 + e 

I find 

(dz/do\ , . z2-l . . . 
-> /-> =x(e) ——TTTrM.9 

\de do) v ' Det(M) 
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M = (^0- + (*2 " 1)(1 - (1 " *?M) - ( g j | +p(e)(l - x(e))(z2 - 1))N 

^ 2_ 2R2x(e)z-qR1/^/e~ / 

with Det(M) > 0. I thus find, ignoring the positive prefactor x(z2 — l ) /Det(M), 

9z (z2 ~ 1) (2e3/2p(e)JR2 {2x2 - 3x + (r + (3 - 2x)x - l)z2 + 1) - qRxxz) 
__ _ _____ 

de _2p(e)R2e
3/2z + {z2 - l)(2„_yfe-(e);z - gRi) 

do e3/2r 

Finally, this leads to (up to a positive constant) 

_____!_-_______ 
do e2qrRi 

A =ez'2p{e)R2{{\ - x(e))(z2 - l ) 2 - rzA) 

B =zx(e)(z2 - l)(y/eR2x(e)z - qRx) 

Now consider the limit o —> 0. Let g = Zy/e, <7i(e) = zi(e)y/e, etc. In this 

limit, x(e) —• 1 and so the equations for g and e can be written 

R2g
2 + (1 - R2)e =qRig, g2 = 

a — re 

Eliminating e, we abtain an equation for g: 

g(rg2(R2g - qRx) + a(g - qR{)) 
0 = -

a + rg2 

We always have g = 0 as a solution. If # ^ 0, the two terms multiplying g must 

have opposite signs. Since R2 < 1, this requires gi?i < # < qRi/Ri. 

Finally, consider the limits o —> oo. Assume e is finite in this limit (which 

must be true, economically). Then, in this limit, x(e) —> 0, ox(e) —> e and so 

-i(e) —>oo 
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z2(e) -* 1 + — 

y a — (r — 7c)e 

and so 21(e) = 22(e) requires 

a 
e~r-n 

confirming e is finite (since r > TZ)). Since both z and l/x(e) diverge as 0 —• 00, 

while e > 0, it follows that r(e) —»• —00. 
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